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P A il T Ofii

THS METHOD OF IOI&TITT3



NOTE ON THE U3E OF THE WORD COLLOQUY

The word "colloquy? which appears frequently In

various contexts throughout this thesis, is a term common

to religious meditation, especially in the Ignatian trad¬

ition. Normally, the word means Ma talking together; a

dialogue; converse." (cf. Shorter Oxford English Dict¬

ionary) However, Ignatius used the term specifically to

refer to the last stages of mediation, when the exercl-

tant speaks to God on a special level of awareness. He

explained; "The colloquy is made properly by speaking as

one friend speaks to another, or as a servant speaks to a

master, now asking some favour, now accusing oneself for

some wrong deed, or again, making known his affairs to Him

and seeking His advice concerning them." (cf. The Spirit¬

ual Exercises, p. 56) One of the objectives of this thesis

is to extend this meaning yet further by making the term

applicable to poetry which affects the tone of the col¬

loquy, i.e., when the poet turns his attention away from

himself to either God or the collective audience in the

manner suggested by Ignatius. It Is, I believe, an es¬

sential shift of tone common to poetry in the meditative

vein.



shapteh one
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THE ART OF MEDITATION

"Man Is created to praise, reverence, and serve God
our Lord, and by this means to save his soul."

St. Ignatius

"... be filled with the Spirit! speaking to your¬
selves in psalms and hymns and spiritual ®Jngs,
singing and making melody in your heart to the Lord."

Ephesiana 5'13—19

"God has not placed you in this world because He had
need of you, for you are altogether unprofitable to
Him, but only to exercise His goodness in you by giving
you Hia grace and glory. To this end He has given you
an understanding to know Him, a memory to be mindful of
Him, a will to love Him, and imagination to represent
His benefits to yourself, ayes to behold His wonderful
works, a tongue to praise Him, and so of the other
faculties."

St. Franpois de Sales

THE OBJECT of any disciplined religious meditation, whether taking

the form of private prayer or more uniquely, poetry, is the sane:

to know God and to praise him. The quotations from Ignatius and de

dales which I have offered above are, by way of spirit, central to

the famous devotional handbooks from which they are taken, the Spirit¬

ual Exercises of 1535 and the Introduction to the Devout Life of 1608.*

1. St. Ignatius Loyola, The Spiritual Exercises, trans, by Anthony
Mottola, with an Introduction by Robert W. Gleason, S.J. (New York:
Doubleday, 19&J) and St. Franpois de Sales, Introduction to the
Devout Life, trans. John K. Ryan (London: Longmans, 1953)*
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Before turning to the poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins in the light

of tho Ignatian meditative tradition, 1st me make the assumptions

upon which this tradition rests perfectly clear.

essentially, life is regarded as a contest by Ignatius and his

followers. The opposing forces of Good and s2vil (God and Gatan)

clash in the daily spiritual life of the soul. The metaphor of the

battlefield is central to our understanding of this struggle and the

place for meditation. The boon for the successful contestant or

soldier, if you will, is eternal life, most basically. But if one

should lose in this great battle, the punishment of eternal damnation

cannot bo avoided. Lorenzo Gcupoli, writing in the well-known

sixteenth-century devotional work, The Spiritual Combat (known to

Hopkins)t "This is a battle from which we cannot escape ... The

fight lasts a lifetime and he who lays down his arms will be slain."*
As Goupoli, de Galea and, most importantly, the militant Ignatius

advise, in order to receive God*s grace, the elixir of eternal being,

man must carefully apply all of his naturally given powers to ono end,

the constant, exuberant glorification of God.

For the purpose of overcoming the immense powers of Satan, it

is necessary for man to concentrate or focu3 all of his human facul¬

ties. Through meditation, he may gather his strengths and direct them

1. Lorenzo Scupoli, The Spiritual Combat and a Treatise on Peace
of the Soul (by Juan de Bonilla), translated and revised by Vto.
Lester and iiobert Mohan Westminster; Maryland: Newman Bookshop,
1947), P. 184.
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towards God. And if the meditator should be the recipient of divine

gracej he may experience that explosive mystical exchange of energy

whereby the man becomes spirit himself, in the manner of the great

medieval mystics such as St. Barnard, St. Bonavantore, Richard Halle,

Walter Hilton, or Julian of Morwich. Among poets, tha mystical

experience is not uncommon. Bather, as C.F.E. Spurgeon has shown,

mysticiam is central to much of what might be considered one of the
1

groat themes of Gngliah literature. But here we must be very

cautious. Mysticism and meditation are not the same tiling, although

they are closely related. The "mystic1', per ae. whether in poetzy

or otherwise, is one who at least claims to have experienced that

scarcely describable vision of the only true reality, spiritual reality.

Wordsworth wrote of

a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused, „

®hose dwelling is the light of setting suns

only to show how difficult it is to be specific about this matter.

The atmosphere of this mystical apprehension of a higher reality than

that which is open to ordinary experience is, I think, marvellously

described by the nineteenth-century Bengalese spiritual master iiaaa—

krishnas "One day," he reported, "it was suddenly revealed to me that

1. Gee C.F.E. Spurgeon, Mysticism in English Literature (London?
Cambridge University Press, 1913)> F°r a complete examination of
this idea.

2. Lee "Lines 'Written a Few Miles above Tintern Abbey," from the
lyrical Ballads of Wordsworth and Coleridge (London: Oxford Univer¬
sity Press, 1959)» p« 20?.
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evozything is Pure Spirit. The utensils of worship, the altar, the

doorframe — all Pure Spirit • Then like a madman I began to shower

flowers in all directions. whatever I saw 1 worshipped.M ^ This

enthusiasm, often coupled with a profound sense of awe, appears to

be a fundamental aspect of the individual mystic experience. The

perception of light, a blinding, penetrating light, is frequently

the metaphor a poet will make heavy use of. 3o it is that Beats,

upon reaching the final stage of his epoch-making journey through

Hell, Purgatory and Paradise, saw the Triune God in the Celestial

Hose, symbolic of the union of Father, Son and Holy Spirit. But

that was not all. Something further awaited perception. Bernard,

he wrote,

made a sign to :ae, and smiled, that I should look upward; but
I wa3 already, of ayself, such as he wished; for my eight,
becoming pure, was entering more and more, through the radiance
of the lofty -Light which in Itself is true. Thenceforward my
vision was greater than our speech, which yields to such a
sight, and the memory yields to such excess. ^

Such peak experiences are not commonly found in the Snglish

meditative tradition. Although Spencer spoke of a daaaling light

which evon the angels could not endure (part of the neo-i-latonic

spirituality originating with Plotinus), he was no real mystic. The

first Sngliah poets to practise disciplined meditation were the

1. The Gospel of ori Kaaakriahna. trans, owaai bikhilanada (liew
forks Hamakriahna-'/ivehartada Center, 1942), p. 396.

2. "Faradiso AxXHI," The Bjyine Comedy of Bante Allghieri, trans.
Charles Nllot Norton Bos ton and New fork: Houghton Lifflin, 19^2),
PP- 253-254.



setaphysteals, especially Donne, Herbert, Crashaw, Vaughan and

Traheme. Those poets occasionally experienced that moaont of

vision and ecstasy, to be sure. Yaughan, for instance, wrote

I saw eternity the other night
Like a great Bin# of pure and endless light

All calm as it vras bright;
And round beneath it, Time in hours, days, years,

Briv'n by the spheres
■Like a shadow moved

much in the spirit of Dante's "lofty Light", and Traheme cane veiy

close to the passage from La-.aJcriahna when he claimed that "You never

enjqy the world aright, till the Sea itself floweth in your veins,

till you are clothed with the heavens, and crowned with the atarss

... Till you can sing and rejoice and delight in God, as misers do in
2

gold, and Kings in sceptres, you never enjoy the world." But never

does the supremely detached, scarcely comprehensible, cryptic mystic¬

ism one usually associates with medieval Catholic ascetics really

occur. However, thio kind of ultimate myotic experience represents

the goal sought by the diligent meditator, no matter how far removed

from possibility. The condition of perfect knowledge beyond the

intellect, of perfect love beyond the interplay of subject and object,

ia that special reward succinctly described by the Spanish mystic and

poet San Juan de la Cruz:

1. "The World," in The Detaohyalcal -roots, ed. Helen Gardner
(Haiaondsworthfi Penguin Books, 1957)» P* 269.

2. Thomas Traheme, Centuries of Meditations, ed. Bertram Bobell
(London 1900), p. 20.
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The whole of creation forgotten
it3 Maker rameabered forever.
Inward the gaze of the spirit,
forever in love with the Lover. *

It is important, then, when considering the meditative poetry in

the light of the history of religious meditation to make a fins dis¬

tinction between the practice of meditation and the moment of mystical

perception which I have been describing. while the mystical ex¬

perience of ecstasy in union with one's creator must be the highest

goal of the contemplative soul, the practice of meditation does not so

readily aspire to that summit. Hather,meditation is a way for tho

"cold11 spirit to revivify itself, to kindle that "affection" for Cod

which makes true communion (or the mystical union) a possibility.

Especially among the religious orders, meditation has been a daily-

exercise for centuries. It is not performed under the sanction of

special grace, as ia the genuinely mystical act, and there is the main

distinction. St. Bernard separated the degrees of meditation, or

"truth", into three categories* (i) the humble effort of reason, or

intellectual analysis of man's relationship to Cod? (ii) pity, that

most godlike emotion of which a finite being is capable— engendered

by the results of analysis} (iii) and tho enraptured vision of light,

God's grace, the final integration of human spirit within the splen-
2

dour of divine spirit, God and man made one. By these standards,

1. "The Habit of Perfection," The Poems of St. John of the Cross,
trans. John Frederick Lima (Lew York: Grove Press, 1959), P« 95«

2. Pierre Pourrat, La Spiritualite chretienne; l<e Eoyon ji^e (Paris
1924)* see the chapter on St. Bernard.
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meditation must properly be associated with the preliminary stages

of "analysis" and "pity"— only in the very final stages does medita¬

tion approach the borders of mysticism. Theoretically, they blend.

But in practice, the cleavage between meditation and mystioisni has

grown steadily wider since the sixteenth century. Heal erratics have

always been rare, of course, even in the days of St. Teresa do Avila,

who was suspect even among some of her closest associates.* Mystic¬

ism assumes a reciprocal act of "affection" by God, a great deal for

any to claim for themselves. But for our purposes it is wisest to

assume that there are many degrees of mystical insist, ranging from

the mild speculations of Spencer, through the enlightened rapture of

Iraherne, and proceeding upwards to the perfect union of aortal and

immortal described by San Juan.

dhat I shall be concerned with in this essay, then, is medita¬

tion in its lower stages, not mysticism except in its least transcen¬

dental fortes. Specifically, I shall be investigating the poetry of

Hopkins in the light of the meditative tradition of St. I^iatius,

where Hopkins' achievement properly belongs. On the relationship of

poetry to meditation, Professor Harts has brilliantly written! "Poetry

1. discussing the origins of the mystical experience in the case of
St. Teresa, V. Sackville-Weat has written! "The answer to the
question what is mysticism? what makes the mystic? would seem to be
either that it is a matter of temperament, or, as believers will
prefer to put it, a direct intervention of God inspiring the spirit
with the revelation of truth. Huch intervention, such revelation,
may have nothing to do with the conscious desire of the chosen
instrument." The Sasrle and the dove (London 1943)*
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and meditation are by no means synonymous, and yet there is, I be¬

lieve, a middle ground of the creative mind in which thu two arts

moot to form a poetry of meditation.""'' His seminal study of medita¬

tive poetry, Tho Poetry of Meditation, examines the immense effoct

that devotional literature, chiefly Spanish, had on the metaphysical

school of oouthwell, bonne, Herbert, Crashaw, Vaughan and others.

Thesa poets form the root of a distinctive tradition of meditative

verso, winding upwards through Blake, Wordsworth, Hopkins, Browning,

Yeata and others. The specifically Ignatian stem of ttiis tradition

appears to have dried up with the seventeenth century, then suddenly

reappeared with Hopkins.

This will be considered later, but first it is necessary to

examine a fundamental aspect of this topics what exactly is the

relationship of meditation to poetry? Ibr what reasons did two

quit a separate arts so naturally ally? The answer is, I believe,

at once elusive and obvious. It involves what D.H. Lawrence descri-

2
bed as the "act of purs attention". The sustained, almost savage

concentration required of tho artist in the act of creation parallels

and blends with that sane power enabling the contemplative to attain

a spiritual union with hl3 God. Cfa a lesser level, one might easily

admit that all significant discoveries demand a focusing of otherwise

1. Louis L. Marts, The roe try of Meditation (Hew Haven: Yale
University liress, 1954), pp. 14-16.

2. D.H. Lawrence, Etruscan ilacea (London? Martin Becker, 1932),
PP. 97-99.
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scattered impulses. But the intense, Immensely charged and focused

energy of the great artist and myotic alike can only indicate a highly

disciplined, carefully dayeloped sensibility. Otherwise, the energy

would be hopelessly diffused and never gathered into the necessary

pattern. These ideas are, of course, speculative, yet they find

harmony with the theory of Coleridge about the nature of the creative

act which still appears to be quite tenable: that is, that the poet

brings into play the entire range of human faculties with hie efforts,

blending and ordering each respectively, uncovering the elemental

unity of the whole by the divine powers of the imagination. Indeed,

the religious meditator must similarly bring every faculty at his

disposal into play. Traditionally, these powers numbered threes the

memory, the understanding, and the will. The purpose of a meditative

exercise, then, was to excite, exploit, channel and fuse these powers

in a mi^xty act of contemplative love or "affective will". Ideally,

Cod mi^it then reply to complete the union and produce the ecstasy

reserved for the special few. The meditative exercise might be

usefully compared to a magnifying glass. It is a mechanical tool j

it has no intrinsic powers of its own, but is capable of channelling

outside energy (light) into focus. The energy, likewise, much like

light, emanates from the meditator but is channelled through the

spiritual exercises (the glass) and the maximum effect may be drawn

from the individual's innate faculties."1"

1. Modem psychology has affirmed this description of the creative
act/ ....
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Thus, the regular practice of meditation quite readily blonds

with the process of artistic creation. The disciplined movement

of the spiritual exercise towards synthesis provides the poet with

that fundamental organising impulse which must accompany the other¬

wise chaotic and diffusive sparks of the creative imagination.

Barely, the ara poetica and the art of meditation are inseparably

one for the serious poet, especially if he writes in the saetaphyaical

tradition.

act. Br. C.G. Jung, for example, speaks of the poet, in his
creative moment, forging a uaitive vision out of the chaos of
impulses which boil up from his primordial unconscious, the
inherited hinterland of every human being. He soes the artist
as a "collective man", processing for the masses these myriad,
untied symbols coming from the unconscious. The demands that
this puts on the artist are overwhelming. He says, "The disturb¬
ing vision of monstrous and meaningless happenings that in every
way exceed the grasp of human feeling and comprehension makes
quite other demands upon the artist than do the experiences of
the foreground of life." oee his Modern ^an in Bearch. of a ■ 'Qui»
trans. «.S. Bell and C.F. Baynos (New York 1933)•



CHAPTER TWO



II

THE MEDITATIVE TRADITION

The history of meditation has benefited from a sudden revival

of interest among theologians during this century. Most signifi¬

cantly, Pierre Pourrat has traced the history of Christian spiritua¬

lity in three generative, original and entertaining volumes entitled

Lu -.piritualite chretlenne.^ This immense study uncovers a consis¬

tently developing tradition of religious meditation in western

Christendom. Its origins are the early masters Crigen and Augustine,

and the significant movements are those connected with 3t. Bernard

(Abbot of Clairvaux in 1115) in the twelfth century, 3t. JBonaventure

during the thirteenth century, Jean la Charlier de Gersoa, Chancellor

of the University of Paris (1363-1429) in the late fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries, and culminating in the synthesis which the

.spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius represent.

1. Paris 1923» 1924 and 1925' Ather studies of importance include
A. Allison Peers, Studies of the Spanish ivlyatica, 2 vole. (London;
The Pheldon Press? 1927 and 193C)j Pierre Debouquie, Jean Mombaer
de Bruxelles (.Loovuin: Librairia Jniveraitaire, 1927), and A Liter¬
ary IIIstory of Aaligious Thought in Prance, trans. &.L. Montgomery,
3 vols. (London! Bumea, Dates and Washboume, 1922, 1925 and 1927),
rieien C. white, "English Devotional Literature (Prose) 1600-164J,"
Univ. of ..isconsin Studies in Language and Literature Mo. 29 (Madi¬
son, Wisconsin, 1931), pp. 104-1J9» also very important is the
work of Ktienno Gilson, especially The Ayatical Tlioolj.y of ot.
Bernard (Mew fork 194^5.

- 11 -
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Professor Marts has described the fissure which developed

between tho scholastics and the votaries of affective meditation

during the Middle Ages. Along one side of the. widening gap we find

the masters of analysisj Abelard and Aquinas# On the other aide,

of course, the masters of devotion and affective piety* Barnard,

Bonaventure, Hugh of St. Victor and Thomas a Kernpis. At last, with

the publication of On the Mountain of Contemplation by Gereon at the

turn of the fifteenth oentuiy, the gap began to close once more.

The separated vines of emotion and intellect began to knit. This

work formed the basis for the integration of these reciprocal facul¬

ties which underlies the Exercises (1535) and which is the measure of

their enormous value.

The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, of course, experienced

the fruits of this synthesis. Along with the impetus of the spread¬

ing Ignatian Exercises, a host of imitators and disciples arose,

creating a formidable phalanx of Ignatian spirituality. The Spaniards

led this movement dramatically. Luis de Granada produced the famous

Book of Prayer and Meditation in 1554} Caspar Loarte brought out the

Exercise of a Christian Life in 1579. The development of Ignatius'

exorcises in self-analysia reached a plateau when in 1539 the

Spiritual Combat, attributed to Lorenzo Scupoli, appearedj and finally

the gentler, more inspirational Introduction to the Devout Life of St.

yranpois da Sales, published in 1609, rapidly joined company in

5kjgli3h translation with the other works just mentioned, gradually to

rival the Ignatian Exercises in popularity.



This flood of devotional literature engendered the anthuaia&ii

for meditation which aeventoenth-centuiy -nglish Catholics and Anglo-

Catholics rapidly acquired. Jndoubtedly, the proliferation of this

literature was to a large extent the result of the Counter-Refor.aa-

tion, headed by the Josuita. Other factors include the competition

against a rising Puritanism and the general religious revival associa¬

ted with this period, a reaction perhaps to the more humanistic

Elizabethan age. In any case, as early as 1559 Catholic spiritual

manuals were finding clandestine English translation in Antwerp, Lou-

vain, liouen, Paris and other continental cities. They were usually

circulated by missionary priests among a receptive, growing audience.''
The Spiritual Exercises, then, represent the principal crost on

a long gathering tide of devotional enthusiasm. The wake of the

Ignatian Exercises i3 long and clustered with disciples. But the

origins of the specifically Ignatian method aro difficult to track with

precision. H. Watrigrant, writing near the turn of the last century,

managed to link the structure of the Exercisea with the meditative

traditions of the Low Countries in his article "La geneso des Sxerclcee
2

de Saint Ignace d@ Loyola." He traces the Ignatian methods to the

Ecala Leditatoria of Jean Weasel Graaafort, incorporated in 1494 into

the devotional Rose turn of Joannes Maubumua. This meala (scale of

1. Leo A.C. doutharn'a study Eliaabethan Aecusant Proag, 155>1502
i,London: Sands & CO,, 195J)*

2. H. v<atrigant, Etudes LXXI, p. 529» as quoted by Pourrat, Vol. Ill,
p. 41.
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meditation) set out a rigidly controlled pattern of mental objects

or images for the meditator to follow. Beginning with a proposal of

the specific subject for the daily meditation, the deala moves through

a series of confessions, propositions, "ruminations" and conclusions,

ending with a separate programme of "affections"— at last approach¬

ing that final, unitive stage "wherein the 30ul doth cheerfully give

up itsolfe, and repose itaolfe wholly upon her Maker, and Hodsomer?

comitting her self© to him in all her wayes, submitting her selfe

to him in all his waxes'.^ This methodical progression from the use

of one's memory (emotion) to detailed analysis or "ruminations"

(intellect), and their fusion (the affective will) in the final stages

of the meditation, first found its formal setting in the dcala. as

Pourrat suggests. Mauburnus, however, "cherche cette mSthode dans

Saint-Victor, dans Gerson at dans d'autres auteurs anterieurs au XVe
p

aiecle". Thus it is unlikely that the method aroao from the specific

inspiration of any one man. And in any case, Ignatius was not a

trained scholar and would not have been familiar with the method of

the -cala directly. For the immediate predecessor of the -.xerciaoa

wo moat look elsewhere.

1. The dcalo of Meditation cart be found in dngliah translation by
Joseph iiall in A recollection of 3uch Treatises aa have been here¬
tofore severally published, and are hoe revised» corrected, atugnanted
\London 1621).' Gee also Marts, Poetry of Meditation, Appendix 1,
for a discussion of Maubumus, iiall and Crashaw, pp. 331-352.

2. Pourrat, la dpirituallte chrationne, Vol. Ill, p. 25-
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Pourrat, in concord with iatrigrant, believes that this three¬

fold pattern came to the attention of Ignatius through the I.jercjt

torio of Garcia Ximeniz de Cisneros (published in 15Go). Cianeros

reformed the abbey at aonserrat in 1492 and established the practice of

regular meditations. The meditations made approximate use of the

threefold technique. But it was to lionserrut that Ignatius himself

came in 1522, aol it was here, no doubt, that he became familiar with

such meditations.

By the end of the fifteenth century, then, methodical meditation

had been firaly established, at least among the religious orders.

And the Spiritual h'xercises of Ignatius form the keystone of this

gradually erected arch of devotional handbooks. As Pourrat has

described tho place of the Exercisest

lis sont la couronnement de cette systSaatisation de la
vie spirituolle qui a'est opereelsntement, dans la suite des
aiWles, sous la pre3sion des circonstances at das difficultSs
et qui s'est achevea a la Benaiseance. Coome toutes lea oeuvres
qui resument un mouvement, qui en sont comae ... 1'Spanouisse-
raent, lea hxercices doivent beaucoup au passe. !Jn auteur, quel
que soit son genie, quel que soit le progrea qu'il iaprime a la
pensee humoine, est necessairement dependent de son temps ot de
son milieu. 2t nous savons a quel point, a 1'Spoque ou 30 con-
vortit saint Ignace, ou oe preoccupait do methodiser. de regie-
menter la priere, d'organiser en un mot la vie spirituelle,
df©n coordonner lea divei-s exercices de fapon a ereor un
veritable ay stems de reform© morale. 3-

However true this last point may be, the exercises have importance

for the student of literature because of their method. This systoma-

tic avocation of images and ideas, vividly imagined and analytically

1. Pourrat, La opiritualite Ghretlenne, Vol. Ill, p. 28.
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developed, provided the attentive artiat with both a stimulus to set

his art in motion and a means to control it.



CHAPTER TH3SS



Ill

THE SPIRITUAL EXERCISES: EXPLICATION

"Believe me, dear Philothea, devotion is the delight of
delighta and the quean of virtues, for it ia the perfec¬
tion of charity. If charity he milk, devotion is its
cream; if it be a plant, devotion ia its flower; if it
he a precious stone, devotion is its lustre; if it be a
rich balm, devotion is its odour; yea, the odour of
sweetness, which comforts men and rejoices angels."

St. Francois de Sales

"Sum up at night, what thou haat done by day;
And in the morning, what thou hast to do.
brass ana undress thy soul: mark the decay
And growth of itJ if with thy watch, that too
he down, than wind up both; since we shall be
Jlost surely judged, make thy accounts agree."

George Herbert

THESE TWO quotations witness the dominant themes of both religious

meditation and meditative poetry* devotion and self-analysis. In

the explication of the Ignatian Spiritual Exercises which follows, I

shall explore the delicate balance of these two aspects. The

exorbitant, in order to benefit from this interplay, must bring to

his retreat only the three powers of the soul and a willingness to

apply himself wholly and obediently to his spiritual master. "Though

you search for the will of God," says Avila, "you shall never 00

assuredly find it as in the way of humble obedience, so much

recommended and practised by all holy persons who have aspired to

- 17 -
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devotion."*

Following the pattern for meditation given format ahape by

Cienoroe, the Spiritual Exercises divide evenly into four sections,

one for each week of a normal month. The complete Jesuit meditation

lasted about thirty days; however, popular practice among interested

Imitators in England and on the continent during the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries allowed for the shortening of the programme to

whatever time happened to be available. But, as Hopkins was a Jesuit,

he would have pursued the Exercises in their intended time span. My

analysis will deal with them in their original form.

Before one actually begins the first exercise, the "Principle

and Foundation" will be confronted, among othor prefaces dealing mainly

with methods. Eere Ignatius makes clear the purpose of the entire

meditation at the outsets "Man is created to praise, reverence, and
p

serve God our Lord, and by this means to save his soul." The devout

is directed to make use of any thing in God's creation which may help

him to fulfil this end for which he was created, hence the Jesuit

motto s Ad :'a.1oreia Dei Gloriam. This concept inspired much of the

life and thought of Ignatius and, later, Hopkins.

At first glance, this is quite simple. One must praise God

constantly, in every way possible. But a great deal more is involved.

1. Blessed John of Avila, Commentary on the Verse, Audi, filia, LV»
1. Avila was a Spanish priest known as the Apostle of Andalusia
(1500-69). He was friend and adviser of St. Francis Borgia.

2. Spiritual Exercises, p. 47*



For instance, man's entire fate depends upon his ability to discover

God's will for his lifa. Discovering one's'Vocation", tantamount

to the discovery of "self" in modern terms, lies at the heart of the

meditation. As Pourrat says, "L'election, le choix d'un Stat do

vie conforms aux desaeins de Dieu, telle est la fin des Exerolcea a

laquelle tout so subordonne, le point contra! vers lequal tout

converge ..."

The first exercise is necessarily purgative. But the unique

approach taken by Ignatius to this task should be of considerable

interest for the literary critic. Its format consists of a prepara¬

tory prayer, two preludes, three principal points and a colloquy. It

employs the three powers of the soul — memory, intelligence (reason)

and sill respectively, although the dominant "power" in this first

exorcise appears to be memory. 3y remembering ons's condition of

original sin, by exploiting the natural corruption which pervades the

human soul untouched by grace, the oxercitant may bring himself to a

fuller consciousness of his own sin and the possibility of damnation,

enhancing the affective will in its act of repentance.

The first prelude to this exercise embodies the famous Ignatian

technique of mental composition or "composition of place". The

exercitant is instructed to apply himself assiduously to the task of

vividly imagining a chosen scene, object or image: "the imago will

consist of seeing with the mind's eye the physical place whore the

1. Fourrat, dpiritualite ehrotieaaa, Volp. 5^



object that we wish to contemplate is present."* Ignatius elabor¬

ates: "By the physical place I mean, for instance, a temple, or

mountain where Jesu3 or the Blessed Virgin is, depending on the subject

of the contemplation." Ahen the image is not directly physical, the

imagination must be called into service to provide a startling

metaphorical instance: such as the soul imprisoned within the corrupt¬

ible flesh of a brute, the spirit in a state of tearful exile. This

use of extended metaphors {or "concrete similitude", as St. PTanpais de

Sales called it) parallels the metaphysical conceit, a common device in

meditative as well as "metaphysical" poetry.

The effect of "composition of place' on literature has been

enormous, both directly and indirectly (i.e., whether derived from

first-hand contact with the Solritual Exercises, or similar exercises,

or from the less direct, mysterious process of "poetic influence").

Modern readers will be familiar with the Ignatian terminology used by

James Joyce in his Portrait of the Artist as a foun^ l-an. The protag¬

onist in this semi-autobiographical novel is a schoolboy, Stephen

Dadalua, on a religious retreat with, a number of schoolmates. The

priest explains to the boys:

A retreat, my dear boys, signifies u withdrawal for awhile
from the cares of our life, the cares of this workaday world,
in order to examine the state of our conscience, to reflect on
the mysteries of holy religion and to understand better why we
are here in this world. During these few days I intend tc put
before you 3oae thoughts concerning the four last things. They

1. spiritual ivxcroiaea, p. 54*
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are, as you know from your catechism, death, judgment, hell
and heaven. We shall try to understand them fully daring
these few days so that we may derive from the understanding
of them a lasting benefit to our souls. *

A series of "compositions of place" follow, which the boys are expec¬

ted to emulate. For example, in the meditation on hell which begins

the retreat, the priest says:

Now let us try for a moment to realize, as far as we can, the
nature of that abode of the damned which the justice of an
offended God has called into existence for the sternal punish¬
ment of sinners. Hell is a straight and dark and foul-smelling
prison, an abode of demons and lost souls, filled with fire and
smoke. ... In earthly prisons, the poor captive has at least
3oae liberty of movement, were it only within the four walls
of his cell or in the gloomy yard of his prison. Hot so in
hell ... and the damned are so utterly bound and helpless that,
as a blessed saint, saint Ansslm, writes in his book on simili¬
tudes, they are not even able to remove from the eye a worm
that gnaws it. 2

Later in the retreat, the moderating priest explains to the boys

exactly what they have been going through*

This morning we endeavoured, in our reflection upon hell, to
make what our holy founder calls in his book of spiritual
exercises, the composition of place. We endeavoured, that is,
to imagine with the senses of the mind, in our imagination, the
material character of that awful place and of the physical
torments which all who are in hell endure. 3

In the Portrait of the Artist, Joyce's priest uses the tradi¬

tional device underhaadedly, to scare children. Ho doubt this form

of abuse has been practised within the church. Nevertheless, this

1. James Joyce, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Aan (Londoni
The Folio Society, 1965}, "p." 116.

2* Ibid., p. 126.
3* Ibid.,, p. 133.
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lively and fundamental technique of Ignatius has been put to "better

use. Consider, for example, the following "mentally composed" open¬

ings from Sonne's sonnetsJ

Oh my blacks Soulel now thou art summoned
By aieknesse, death's herald, and char;pion;
Thou art like a pilgrim, which abroad hath done
Treason ... (Hoiy oonnet I/)

X era a little world mads cunningly
uf elements, and an Angelike spright,
But black Binne hath betrayed to endlesss night
My worlds, both parts, and (oh) both parts must die.

(Holy Sonnet ?)

In each of those instances Donna has evoked the sense of place by

using vividly pictorial metaphors; the soul as pilgrim, the 30ul us

a small world of elements. A direct parallel with the Spiritual

Pxercisea can be observed in the manner in which Holy donneta XIII

and XI begin«

What if this present were the world's last night?
."arke in my heart, 0 Soule, where thou dost dwell,
The picture of Christ crucified, and tell
Whether the countenance can thee affright ...

oxi&i Spit in my face you Jewes, and pierce my side,
Buffet, and scoffs, scourge, and crucifie aee,
For I have sinn'd, and slnn'd, and only hee,
Who could do no iaequitle, hath dyed ...

In each of these sonnets, the poet begins by meditating on the cruci¬

fixion. The object of each is the cultivation of shame, remorse and

repentance. Donne has clearly found a common ground between the

disciplines of poetry and meditation; and parallels with the first

exercise of Ignatius are striking. In tho second prelude of the
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first week of meditations the exercitant is urged to 'ask for pain,

tears, and suffering with Christ''. Then, after a prolonged consider¬

ation of man's sin, deprivation of goodness, and perilous prospects

for stomal damnation, the devout ia instructed* "Imagine Christ our

Lord before you, hanging upon the Cross." * Antonio da Molina, writing

in 1617 in hie Ignatian handbook A Treatise uf Mental Fx-q/or. advises*

"... see our Saviour taken prisoner, and used so ill, whipped and

naylod on the Crosse; we must consider that we be they who abuse him,
2

and take away his life." Thi3 advice must have stimulated, or at

least influenced, much of the crucifixion poetry that flourished in

the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Consider, by my

of example, poems ouch us Herbert's "The Sacrifice" and "The Crosse",

William Alabaster's "Upon the Crucifix", Siles Fletcher's "Oa the

Crucifixion", 0r even the famous Protestant lyric "Ahen i Survey the

Aondrous Cross", by Isaac Aatta.

The first week of meditation, consisting of five separate exer¬

cises, concentrates on the weight of sin that oppresses the desolate

soul of man. An almost obaeaeive abnegation of man's worth coupled

with an awesome regard for the power of God pervades the second exer¬

cise of this purgative first week. barely, this ia the very same

conception of God which would reappear in the equally vivid, image-

dominated language of the later seventeenth-century and eightoenth-

1. Spiritual Axercises, p. 54.
2. Antonio de Molina, A Treatise on Mental Prayer, trans. J. Sweet-

man (St. Umer, 1617), as quoted by Martz, Poetry of Meditation, p. 49-
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century Puritania® in both England and America. Consider the caae

and language of Jonathan Edwards, the American Puritan minister, who

would terrify his congregations into submission by having them imagine

themselves dangling on a spider's thread above the consuming flames of

hell»

The Cod that holds you over the Pit of Hell, much as one
holds a Spider or some loathsome Insect over the Firs, abhors
you, and i3 dreadfully provoked? his V,rath towards you burns
like Fire; ho is of purer %es than to bear to have you in his
Sight; you are Tan thousand Times so abominable in his %es as
the most hateful, venemous Serpent is in ours ... and yet t'is
nothing but his Hand that holds you from falling into the Fire
every Moment ... Oh sinner! ... Tou hang by a slender Thread,
with the flames of Divine iVrath flashing about it, and ready
every Moment to singe it, and burn it assunder ^

Although this would be most unlikely, it almost appears that the

Reverend Edwards had been consciously "composing" the purgative images

re-commended by Ignatius in tho second exorcise of the first week.

Consider the nature of the following suggestions from the spiritual

Exorcisesf

let ae /the exercitantj consider all ay own corruption
and foulness of body ... Let iae see myself as a sore and an.
abscess fro® whence have coma forth so many sins, so many
evils, and the most vile poison ... consider who God ia against
whoa I have sinned, recalling his attributes and comparing them
to their contraries in me» His wisdom to my ignorance, His
omnipotence to my weakness; His justice to my iniquity, His
Goodness with my sinfulness. 2

Ignatius admonishes the exercitant to be filled with wonder and emotion

1. Jonathan Edwards, Dinners in the Hands of an Angry God (Boston
1742). This is a collection of sermons, tho above quotation
being taken from the sermon which titles the book.

2* Tea spiritual Exercises, p. 57*
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when considering that men are even sustained in life. The exercise

ends with a colloquy for mercy. Although Ignatius is clearly less

severe than lidward a, this strain of self-abnegation aduabrates the

Puritan penchant towards extreme soul-searching. However, with

religious meditation in the Ignatian sense the abnegation of worth is

practised in the sense of a dramatic ma3k, i.e. tha exereitant imagines

himself to be a worthless, sinful creature. The Puritans, being

literal-minded if not closed-minded, always tended (and still tend) to

mistake the symbolic image for whatever it represents. Nevertheless,

a direct link between the Ignatian system and Puritan meditations

exists in the work of the Puritan Richard Baxter. His well-known

Tho Saints "verlasting Rest 1 exploited the Ignatian methods already

popular among Catholics and Anglo-Catholics in the seventeenth century.

The remaining exercises of this first, purgative week are largely

repetitions or variations of the images and techniques that have

already been discussed. The final meditation of the week is a tour

do force, in a sense, drawing a vividly detailed portrait of holl much

liko that of the priest in Portrait of the Art!ati "Hero it will be

to 3oe in imagination the length, breadth, and depth of hell ... To

aao the great fires, and the souls enveloped, as it vrere, in bodies of
2

fire." All of the five senses are called into action by the imagina¬

tion, bringing into focus the intense image of damnation which

1. 4th edn. (London 1653).
2. Spiritual exercises, p. 59.
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Ignatius demands. Again, tha exercise ends with a colloquy of

thanksgiving for the mercy God has shown by providing an alternative

to the infernal ravages of hell.

A curious, interesting appendix follows the first week of

exercises in the form of "addition^directions". Ignatius gives ton

suggestions for increasing th© sense of penitence. for example, the

sixth one advises "not to think of pleasant and joyful things as

heaven, the Resurrection, etc., for such considerations of joy and

dalight will hinder the feeling of pain, sorrow, and tears that I

should have for my sins." The exercitant is told to dwell, rather,

on death and judgment. Ignatius goes as far as suggesting that the

panitent should wear "hairshirt3, cords, or iron chains on the body"
2

or even wound himself physically to inflict pain if necessary. It

v/ill be helpful to bear these suggestions in mind for later in this

study when I shall examine Hopkins' "Terrible Sonnets".-*

1. - ■ i ritual ':'xercises, pp. 60-61.
2. Ibid., p. 62.
3. It would be a mistake to equate the Ignatian conception of God
too closely with the Puritan God, a much later aberration. The
Godhead of tha first week's exercises is rathar severe, as I have
shown; however the Godhead of the Spiritual Kxerclses as a whole
combines rather evenly the qualities of awesoaenesa, perhaps
severity, with an often benign sense of mercy latar characteristic
of the oalesian Godhead. This balance is, I think, necessary for
a Godhead amenable to rigid contemplation. A parallel in the hast
would be the Hindu God Shiva, whose idol has experienced centuries
of meditation. Shiva has two sets of hands; with one set he
destroys, drums out time, presses man to dust, but with the other
ha sustains, lifts man into freedom, comforts him. At the top
centre, his head remains perfectly still, poised amid the conflict¬
ing forces.
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Thus, having purged the soul, stimulated the "three powers" and

clearly defined the object of the meditation, whatever it may be,

using the technique of "exposition of place", the interlocking second

and third weeks of exercises must be confronted. As memory served

to generate and sustain the first week of meditation with a multitude

of pictorial images an! emotions, the second anu third weeks utilise

the powers of analysis. The exercitant, having extinguished the bulk

of subjective emotions connected with the memory, can now reasonably

consider the life of Christ with some objectivity. All aspects are

considered: the mysteries of Christ's birth, the incarnation, the

early life, presentation in the temple, the obedience of the apostles,

and numerous other themes. Any facet of Christ's life before the

passion may be included during the second week's meditations; the

third week is restricted to the passion itself, not the resurrection.

For example, during the second week Ignatius advises: "Here wa will

see in our imagination the synagogues, villages, and towns where Jesus

preached."

The life of Christ, with its constellation of symbols, its

ambiguities and its fundamental paradoxes, offers the intellect room

enough for the most elaborate analytical exercises. Beginning with

the Incarnation, the exercises of the second week consist of twelve

"days" or meditations. Meditations are directed upon the Virgin Mary,

the manger scene, and the character of Christ as seen in the many

1. Aho spiritual Axercisea, p. 67.
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public activities, including his journeys, his miracles, and his

sermons up to Palm bunday • Again, what strikes the modem roadex-

is the frequent emphasis on technique which occupies Ignatius at all

points throughout the Spiritual ."Jxarcises. In this section, for

example, Ignatius instructs the exarcitant in the first "point" of

the first "day" to "see all the different people on the face of the

earth, so varied in dress and in behaviour. Gome are white and others

black; some at peace and others at war; some weeping and others

laughing; some well and others 3iekj some being born and others

dying, etc."1 These kinds of concrete recommendations, I believe,

served as a frequent source for Hopkins' poetry, much in the same way

2
as they served many earlier poets as well as some from this eeatuiy.

■Aie commentator of note, L. de Grandaaison, has called the

3ocoad week "la partie la plus originale et la plus preasaate".^ It

is in this part of the meditations that the important Ignatian concept

of Christ as "chevalier" (a key issue in Hopkins' verse) emerges.

The military metaphors in this section, a product of the military

background of Ignatius, suggest the immanence of God's divine kingdom

Ino -piritual "ocerciaes. p» 69«
2. There is a contemporary school of Catholic poetry in America which
draws heavily upon both Hopkins and Ignatius. The leading poets in
this movement have been Thomas Merton (1915—1968), Hopkins scholar
turned monk-poet Brother Antonius (1912- ), and the Jesuit Haniel
Berrigan (1921- ).

3. B. de Grandmaison, article on the Bpiritual -ucercises in liechsrches
de Sciences deligieases (Sept.-Dec. 1920), pp. 401-2.
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on earth with Christ as Commander-in-Chief, ruling Lord, and hi3

votaries soldiers (vassals) a3 well as subjects; "I will consider

how this king speaks to all his subjects, saying, 'It is my will to

conquer all infidel lands.This, of course, is the origin of that

proselytising spirit which characterised the Jesuit Countor lie forma¬

tion. The important point, however, for the understanding of the

Ignatian method behind this phase of the meditation is to see that

metaphor becomes the medium for analysis. Metaphor lies at the vexy

heart of the process of "composition". As in any of the character¬

istically "metaphysical" poema of the seventeenth century, contrast,

paradox and resolution are given a concrete basis in the conceit — an

elaborate, almost overly drawn-out metaphor.

The third week—a continuation of the second week's meditations

on the life of Christ — carries tho attention of the exercitant from

the journey to Jerusalem from Bethany, through the Last Supper, up to

the passion (Gethsemane to tho Crucifixion). Seven days of contempla¬

tion are recommended. Because the progression and techniques of the

Ignatian method are now firaly imbedded in the mind of the exercitant,

this "week" leaves the formulation of metaphors or "compositions"

much to the discretion of the individual. The purpose of the Spiritual

vxerciaas. it would appear, was not so much to force the content of the

meditation as to provide a working method, a technique. If the

imagination should be excited, by all means the exercitant should allow

1. Ac spiritual ^xercise3» p. 67*
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his amotions frae rain to engage in creative affections. Only in

periods of dryness should the pious adhere with excessive rigidity

to Ignatius' content. As de dales advised:

dissolve, then, ... to accept with a ready heart all the
inspirations it shall please God to send you. When they
come, receive than as ambassadors 3ent by the King of Heaven,
who desires to enter into a marriage contract with you.*

The final week of exercises is the culmination of the month-long

labours to obtain that anitive vision of God dwelling in all things,

even in the exercitant. The "will" or "affective will"' is the primary

medium of thase final racditations. The memory purged, the intellect

exercised, illumined with a fresh understanding of the Divine Will

made manifest in the life of Christ, the soul is free to engage every

human power in what for Ignatius was the greatest of all mortal acts

— devotion. Man directs his love towards God. Ideally, a recipro¬

cal experience of God's love may touch the heart of the elect with

its freshness and stunning brilliance, producing in effect the mystic

illumination, the merging of subject with object. But normally, to

praise God and "to feel joy and gladness at the great joy and gladness

of Christ our Lord (in the uesurrectian)" i3 the objective of this
2

final week.

The exercise it3®lf consists of the usual prayer of preparation,

two preludes, five points, and a colloquy. The subject matter varies,

1. introduction to the ^evout life, pp. 93-94.

3. -d a spiritual Exercises, p. 102.
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ranging from the reunion of Christ with his Fm.th.ax after aspiration

to tha ..acensioa. The memory composes the scene at the sepulchre*

ana 30 on. The intellect examines the mysteries of tha Resurrection,

and the will completes the meditation with a series of joyful, devout

colloquies of praise and affection. The key to those exercises is

the experience of spiritual nourishment* 'la this dxerciaa more

attention and time is to be given to the principal points and to

those parts in which greater satisfaction and fruit arc experienoad."

The thought of heaven should be dominant throughout the week to enhance

the delight of the affections.

A most interesting additional exercise follows the primary

exercises for the week* tha "Contemplation to Obtain divine Love'.

by meditating on the energy of God in creation, the exercitant seeks
2

to discover and assimilate this fcrce, obtaining "bivine bove!!.*" The

third ''point" of this exercise is worth noting. The axarcitaat i3

told

... to consider how bod works and labours for me in all created
tidings on the face of the earth, that is, ho conducts himself
as one who labours; in the heavens, the elements, plants,
fruits, flocks, etc. he gives them being, preserves then,

1* iho Spiritual bxercises* p. 102.
2. Cf. Joseph Campbell on this conception of the power of God. Re¬
ferring to all mythological or religious systems he aaysJ "... the
universal doctrine teaches that all the visible structures of the
world — all things and beings — are the effeete of a ubiquitous
poser out of which they rise ... known to science as energy, to the
belanesians as oana* to the Sioux Indians as wakonda, the Hindus as
aS'.akti, and the Christians as the power of God" (Joseph Campbell,
Hero with a Thousand laces (flew York* Meridian, 197^), p. 257i this
is the fourteenth" edition).
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grantB thaa growth, serration, ate. Then I will reflect
on thyself. *

Thus, our affections are directed through the blossoming universe of

created things to a final turning of the affections in reflection
2

upon the Self. An appendix of additional meditations on the mys¬

teries of the life of Christ and a series of "Rules" complete the

text of the fourth seek. A further appendix of scriptural medita¬

tions finishes the .Spiritual Exercises as a whole.

Goes insight into the origins of Hopkins' poeas can often be

found in these meditations, especially in the appendix called "Rules

for the Discernment of Spirits"—but this will be treated later in

this essay. For the moment, the tripartite movement of the Spiritual

Ivoxclssa as a whole (and in capsule form within each specific exer¬

cise) should be our concern. The image-making faculty, lodged in the

"memory", grasps the object of the meditation solidly. The intellect

examines each image, seeking to unmask symbols, determine consequences,

render meaning from myth. And the final, most important stage in the

meditation as a whole is the act of devotion, praise. Thi3 pattern,

constantly rehearsed throughout the Spiritual Dxercises. provided

Hopkins with a fundamental organising impulse during the period after

1. R-o Spiritual Gxerciaes. p. IDA.
2. "when mind is lost in the light of the Self, it dreams no more;
still in the body it is lost in that happiness. 'My aoni All
things fly to the Self, as birds fly to the tree for rest.'" .he
ken principal Hpanishads, trans. Shree Fuolit Swami and W.B. feats
shondont Faber and Faber, 1937)> P* 45»
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his Jesuit training* the period of his mture poetiy —1377-1333.

It provided a harness for the wild, expansive energy of hia artistic

inmulse which otherwise aight well have been dissipated.
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PQ3THT AND THE M2TH0D OF IGNATIUS

wach Ignatian exercise, performed several times daily, lasted

for an hour or more in most cases. This amount of time allowod the

exercitant to complete the whole triadic process with every medita¬

tion, although one of the three powers—memory, understandings or

will— would he stressed each time, maintaining the overall triadic

progression of the month-long superstructure. But obviously the

length of even one exercise would be unsuitable for a poem. Thus, the

poet must either condense the three stages of his meditation and offer

a poetic miniature, or he may present only a portion of his meditation,

usually part of the final stages. As in the case with the sevent senth-

centuzy votaries of Ignatius, and later with Hopkins, the long hours of

meditation practised as part of a religious life so rooted the Ignatiaa

process in the tainds of the poets that it served as an unconscious

guiding impulse rather than as a conscious attempt to paraphrase in

poetzy the meditative experience.

The Italian sonnet, with its tripartite structure (4-4-6)» loads

itsalf with remarkable ease to the Ignatian meditative structure.

This may be one of many reasons accounting for its popularity among

those poets grounded in the Ignatian tradition. % way of example,

- 34 -
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and to demonstrate the miniature aa realised in the metaphysical

Italian sonnet of the seventeenth century, let me examine briefly ono

of Donne's most famous sonnets*

Thou ha3t made me, And shall thy works decay'*1
Repair rae now, for now mino end doth haste,
I run to leath, and death meets me as fast,
And all my pleasures are like yesterday;^

This quatrain fulfils the objectives of the first two Ignatian pre¬

ludes# The subject of the meditation is made explicit by the use of

a startling metaphor— and the opening note is given urgency by the

form of a question. The vivid image of man dashing towards Death,

and likewise, of Death meeting him with equal force in a head-on

fashion, might well be called a "composition of place". The metapho¬

rical stage lias been set. Man's precarious situation has been fixed

dramatically in the foreground of the imagination.

I dare not move my dimiae eyes any way,
Despaire behind, and death before doth ca3te
Such Terrour, and my feebled flesh doth waste
By sinne in it, which it t'wards hell doth weigh?

Here the movement towards analysis not only confirms the Ignatian

connecrtion, but the subject matter conforms with dexterity to the

"three points" of Ignatius in the first week's exercises. The medi¬

tator is directed to "understand" the consequences of sin, thereby

making the awful reality of hell imminently present in the imagination.

Bonne'3 analysis has prepared the reader for the impending colloquy.

1. H.J.C. Grieraon (ed.), Metaphysical lyrics and Foams of the
-.sventeenth Century (Oxford* Clarendon Press, 1921), p. 85«
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Having gathered the motions through memory and understanding, the

cork is pulled from the bottle*

Onely thou art above, and when towards thee
By thy leave I can looks, I ri30 againa;
But our old, subtle foe ao tempteth me,
That not one hour myself I can sustains;
Thy Grace may wing me to prevent his art,
And thou like Adamant draw mine iron heart.

The poet speaks to God directly in the Ignatian manner, "as one friend

speaks to another, or as a servant speaks to his master, now asking

gone favour, now accusing oneself for sane wrong deed, or again, making

known his affairs to Him and seeking His advice concerning them."*
For a fine example of the Ignatian process working in miniature

see, fbr example, Herbert's poem in three oerfect stanzas, "Love".

Ills longer poem "Affliction'' is similarly an extendsd, less condensed

meditation along these lines. Returning to Donne, his longer poem

"Goodfriday, 1613. Riding Westward" fits the Ignatian pattern with an

almost embarrassing praciabn* consider the nature of its final colloquy*

0 Saviour, as thou hang'at upon the tree;
X tume my backe to thee, but to receive
Corrections, till thy mercies bid thee leave.
0 thinks raeo worth thine anger, punish aee,
Burne off my rusts, and my deformity,
Restore thine Image, so much, by thy grace, ^
That thou may'st know mee, and I'll turne my face.

The mistake must not be made of supposing that a poem is rooted

in the Ignatian structure only if the contents of the poem suggest

such affinities as well as the meditative progression, or development,

1. "Hie Spiritual exercises, p. 56.
2. Griarson (ed.), jaetaphysical Lyrics and Poems, p. 9$.
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of ideas. For example, the well-known poem "Life" by Herbert beara

no trace of any Ignatian content. Yet the movement of the poem io

from a vivid composition by metaphor (conceit) to analysis (develop¬

ment of the conceit by contrast, paradox, or further analogy) to

colloquy (resolution). Many of Hopkins' poems follow this pattern.

Let me examine Herbert's thematic structure:

I Made a posie, while the day ran by:
Here will I 3mell my remnant out, and tie

My life within this band.
But time did beckon to the flowers, and they
By noon most cunningly did steal away,

And wither'd in my hand.

The poet draws a vivid analogy: life is identified with the transitory

arrangement of flowers picked by the impersonal "I" of the poem. (This

taannor of speaking to no one in particular, but really to oneself, is

common to meditative poetry even up to this century.)

My hand was next to them, and then my heart:
I took, without more thinking, in good part

Times gentle admonition:
Who did so sweetly deaths sad taste convey,
Making toy minde to smell my fatall dayi

Yet sugring the suspicion.

The metaphor is developed further; the vehicle (flower) begins an overt

identification (or merging) with the tenor (transitory life). The

intellect, not the emotions, is aroused: "Making my minde to smell

my fatall day." Of course, with metaphysical poetry, mind and heart

are not severely dislocated. As Fliot observed, for the metaphysical

poet, a thought was an emotion: hence the line "My hand was next to

1. Grierson (ed.), *metaphysical Lyrics and Poems, p. 110.
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them, and then my heart", which loads to what is, in affect, an account

of the rational faculty coming to grips with the evanescence of life.

Farewell dears flowers, sweetly your time ye spent,
Pit, while ye liv'd, for snail or ornament,

And after death for cures.
I follow straight without cotaplaint3 or grief,
Since if my sent bo good, I care not, if

It be as short as yours.

In this final stanza the flowers are addressed, but only superficially.

The poet is really talking to himself. The stanza brings resolution

and synthesis into the poem. It ia a drawing together of the

separate threads of the metaphor, tenor and vehicle, subject and

object. The tone is conversational. The overall effect is much the

same as that achieved in the final colloquy of an Ignatian meditation.



P A u T T 'k 0

A :ST[m? OF THS POSTFT
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HOPKINS AND IGNATIUS

In the critics' vocabulary, the word "precursor" is
indispensable, but it should be cleansed of all conno¬
tation of polemics or rivaliy. The fact is that every
writer creates his own precursors, his work modifies
our conception, of the past, as it will modify tho
future. In this correlation the identity or plurality
of the men involved is unimportant.

Jorge Luis Borgea, Labyrinths

I&Ofe&D, every poet like every philosopher picks over his precursors

and takes only what is useful to him. More often than not, fundamen¬

tal misunderstandings of the precursor are involved. History has

provided many examples.^" However, we must simply accept that this is

the nature of intellectual and literary history. Learning is not

soae thoroughly objective entity passed on from generation to genera¬

tion undef'iled, unmarked by criticism, untouched by subjective

experience. Bather, each generation shapes its own conception of

•hat the past offers. And Hopkins was no exception to this inevitable

process. He experienced his precursors from the highly subjective

vantage-point of Victorian jucgland and his own very idiosyncratic

1. For example, tho Nasi pseudo-philosophers exploited the writings
of Nietzsche for their own vicious purposes. Likewise, Thomas
Carlyle's famous misunderstanding of German philosophy provides
another of what is most likely an endless string of examples.

- 39 -
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temperament. In his early days at Highgate and Oxford, the young

poet expressed his sensibility in a manner resembling Keats, each

in the same way as the young Yeats was to emulate Shelley not long

after. But after the long, arduous years of Jesuit training, Hop¬

kins had a now standards Ignatius. Later, he was to appropriate

Buns Scotus in a similar manner. But the pattern is conventional:

tho poet creates his precursors, taking from thorn what he needs, what

he can make use of, and ignores the rest.

Hopkins' affinities with the seventeenth-ccntuiy posts of the

metaphysical school are readily observed. There is the same reliance

upon metaphor and conceit, the same use of contrast, paradox. Even

the surface parallels are rather striking: the abruptness, that is,

of rhythms and hardness of images. Before looking at the use that

Hopkins made of Ignatius directly, we must consider his inheritance

from the earlier poets who made use of Ignatius. Evidence abounds

in his letters:

Marvel, of whom 1 have read only extracts, is a most
rich and nervous poet ... Vaughn's poems were printed not so
long ago. He was a follower of Herbert's both in life and
style: he was In fact converted fro® worldly courses by
reading Herbert's poems on a 3ickbed and even his muse under¬
went a conversion (for he had written before). He has more
glow and freedom than Herbert hut less fragrant sweetness. 1

Indeed, Hopkins had read widely and with a mature sensibility. Yet,

surprisingly, nowhere in his letters does he mention Donne. Anyone

1. Ae correspondence of Cerard -anloy Hopkins and Diehard ^atson
Dixon, ed. C.G. Abbott (London: Oxford University Dress, revised
edition 1955)> PP« 2>-24«
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with Hopkins' dedication, to poetry would have been unlikely not to

have known the work of such a major poet (even given the Victorian

neglect of this rich body of verse). Nevertheless* evidence in

conspicuously lacking on this matter, even though critics have often

tried to demonstrate the influence of the metaphysical tradition on

Hopkins' verae.1
'Hie very fact of Hopkins' vocation explains the origins of his

Ignatian spirit. The exact details of his religious education have

boon proved by the iaverend Alfred Thomas in his recent study, Hoy-ins
2

t Jesuits The Tears of Trainin.-:, Thomas follows Hopkins through

the odyssey of his Jesuit education from the beginning at Hanresa

House (novitiate, 1368-1370} in Roehampton—where he was first intro-

d ,ced to the regular practice of Xga&tian meditation which would

become a regular aspect of hia life— up to his final years of theo¬

logical study at St. Beuao'a College in the Welsh valley of the Clwyd

(theologate, 1374-1377)• It is significant that only a fortnight

after coming into the order, Hopkins and Ma fellow novices begun what

the Jesuits refer to as tho Long Retreats

It consists of thirty days occupied exclusively in. prayer,
meditation, and similar employments. Hve times a day the master
of novices gives points of meditation to the assembled novices,
and they have subsequently to spend the following hour in

1. Terence heywood, for example, in his well-known essay- "Hopkins'
Ancestry" in hoetry LIV, traces the poet's metaphysical roots through
Whitman back to bonne. Another study dealing only with Hopkins' in¬
heritance from bonne is David Morris's The roetry of Cgrard Manlay
Hopkins and T.3. Eliot in the Light of the Donne Tradition. Swiss
Ctudies in English (.Berne 1953).

2. Alfred Thomas, Hopkins the Jesuit; The Tears of Training (London*
Oxford University Press, 1969
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careful pondering over the ooints proposed to then, ... A
regular system is followed. *

That "regular system" was, of course, the Spiritual Exorcises. This

serves to emphasise how deeply the Ignatian form of meditation was

stressed in Victorian Jesuit seminaries. As Thomas says, it would

he unlikely for a present-day novice to be subjected to the Long

Retreat within a fortnight after entering the order.

This habit of regular meditation became a life-long duty for

Hopkins, but it is doubtful whether or not he actually kept up the

rigorous programme forced upon him by his superiors during the years

of training. In any case, these long and difficult years were

accompanied by a self-imposed poetic silence. This very fact, I

balleve, allowed for the deep assimilation of the Ignatian pattern

which sight not have happened had Hopkins continued to write in the

Koatsian, Pre-Raphaelite manner of his early verse.

It should not be forgotten that at the same time that this

Ignatian meditative structure was hardening like crystal in the

unconscious of the dormant poet, Hopkins wa3 developing a personal
%

%

aesthetic in the Ignatian spirit. His well-known dialectic of

'inscape" and "inatres3,! has been the sdbject of a great deal of

critical attention. In a way, I believe, the idiosyncratic aesthe¬

tic embodied in these terms gave Hopkins a needed theological super-

1. "The .raining of a Jesuit," article in 'iho Nineteenth Century
XL vAug. 1896), p. 218* cited by Thomas, p. 23.
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structure (a sanction) for his newly acquired meditative process.

David Dowries, in a study of the poet's Ignatian spirituality, lias

examined the correlation between the theological objectives of the

priest and the development of the ninscape-ia3treaa" aesthetic.*
This study, I believe, was the first to stress the Ignatian temper of

Hopkins' verse. Downes points to the fact that Hopkins was himself

occupied with the preparation of a commentary on the Exercises for ^any

2
years. The existing rough drafts of this abandoned |>roject, as

Downes shows, link Hopkins' aesthetic with the goal3 of Ignatian

spirituality. Essentially, Hopkins interpreted the "Principle and

Foundation" of the Exercises as a call to create verses 'f an i3 created

to praise, reverence, and serve God our Lord and by this means to save

his soul." Here Hopkins discovered a principle which would serve

both to inspire and to sanction his creative activities; Homo Creates

Est bandore. Here is the point of confluence between meditative

structure and aesthetic superstructure.

As I have said, Hopkins recreated his precursor, Ignatius. In

1. ^uvid ujhues, oerard *-anr«y Hopkins* * otudy of his rgnatian
spirit (London: Vision Press, 1959^. oownes essentially has
provided a table of correspondences between aspects of Hopkins'
poetry and prose, and the theological objectives of Ignatius.
Although he does refer to Hopkins' meditative strain, his treat¬
ment remains on the more open plain of dogma rather than the
deeper levels of poetic organisation and ignatian patterns.

2. Dee Die Letters of Gerard anly Hopkins to Hubert Bridges, ed.
G.C. Abbott (London: Oxford University Frees, revised edition 1995),
p. 130. He discusses his work on this commentary on Ignatius with
Bridges.

3- Uituul zeroises, p. 47•
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the guise of an elaborate aesthetic, the poet shaped a distinct

vision which in the end is more Hopkins than either Ignatius or,

later, Lcotus. Conceived of as a dialectic between "inscape" (shape,

pattern, individual essence) and "instress" (force, flux, the energy

of God in things, the process of becoming), Hopkins' aesthetic de¬

scribes individuality in man, beast or thing as the successful merging

of these two forces. Function becomes the key to meaning in life;

matter (both animate and inanimate) is not static, as Aquinas would

have it* rather it is substance under stress, active, in fcho process

of becoming itself:

bach mortal thing does one thing and the same:
Heals out that being indoors each one dwells;
Selves — goes itself; myself it speaks and spells,

Crying V/hat 1 do is me? for that 1 cama. 1
The most perceptive study of Hopkins' aesthetic throughout its

2
various stages of development is that by Alan Eeuser. In a chapter

entitled "The Psychology of Instress" Heuser explains that Hopkins in

essence spiritualised his sensations. He gave his natural reactions

to experience a theological context, in this way defining them,

enhancing their operative visibility, and in a sense shaping his own

vision out of the raw materials of Ignatian spirituality.

The technique of the masks, later made much of by feata, occupies

a place of far greater importance in the poetry of Hopkins than has

1. aha • oasts of Gerard .uaaley Hopkins* edited by W.H. Gardner and
K.H. i.iac.'Cenaie, 4th edn. (vLondon: Oxford University Press* 1967)*
p. 90. ^abbreviated to Poog)3 in future reference^/

2. Alan heuaer, The Snaoin** Vision of Corard hanley Hopkins (London:
Oxford University Press, 1958/'•
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previously been suspected» Again, Eopkins sought the sanctions

of his adopted tradition, I believe, and found them in Ignatius.

"The enemy is accustomed ordinarily to propose apparent pleasure in

those persons who go from mortal sin to mortal sin. Ha thus causes

them to imagine sensual delights and pleasure in order to hold then

more and more easily and to increase their vices and sins." But

likewise, ho may try the very opposite tactic: "Then it is common

for the evil spirit to cause anxiety and sadness, and to create obsta-
i

eles based on false reasoning ..." To combat this, Ignatius provided

his "Rules for the Discernment of Spirits" at the end of his fourth

week of exorcises. By affecting states of desolation and consolation,

one becomes familiar with each, thereby increasing the chances for

early recognition of either 3tate as proceeding from God or Satan.

Hopkins then, by tlying on different, even contrasting masks, could

affect the alternate states of joy and desperation as an artistic as

well as a religious exercise. As I shall describe later, in the

course of Hopkins' vexy short poetic career he explored with amassing

energies both the zenith and the nadir of the human spirit. This is

ail very much Hopkins' own interpretation of the method of Ignatius,

on adaption from religious to artistic technique.

The final questions which must be dealt with before 1 can turn

directly to the poetry of Hopkins are these: Can one properly refer

to Eopkins as a "mystic" (therefore regarding his poetry as part of

1. ike spiritual ocorcisea, p. 129-
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the Mystical tradition")? And to what extent does this "r^yaticisa"

derive from Ignatius?

As with all cases of definition, and especially when the term

is as slippery aa "mystic", needless pedantic quibbles may obscure the

essentials. For instance, Geoffrey Hartmann, an original and other¬

wise dix-oct critic to be sure, declares: "Hopkins is in no way a

mystic." Referring to the famous sonnet "The Windhover", Hartraann

says? "The mystic seeing the windhover, would be snatched away by it,

divinely raped like Ganymede by Reus the Ragle.'' 1 This sort of

criticism, I believe, exaggerates and falsifies an important issue for

the sake of drawing out an overly elaborate critioal metaphor.

Hopkins was no mystic in the medieval sense of St. Theresa or

3. Juan de la Cruz. He is not known to have experienced long trances,

visions or the like. But he did experience sudden bursts of toaro,

unrelated to ary known occurrence. In the same way, ha was subject

to enormous, unexpected and unaccountable periods of ecstasy. It is

almost as if great pools of emotion gathered to a point where the

pressure became finally unbearable. Release would follow like a flood

of waters bursting from a dam. The well-springs of the unconscious

suddenly break into tha visible arena of the conscious. And is this

not akin to the mystical process whereby through long hours of daily

1. Geoffrey hartmatin, The Rnmadiated /ision {Hew Haven: Yale onivera¬
city Press, 1954), chapter on "The Dialectic of Dense-Perception".
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meditation a sadden burst of ecstasy beyond knowledge overwhelms?

Uie Ignatian leap from understanding to transcendental joy

re ..resents a fundamental, perhaps archetypal, psychological pattern

in both meditative and mystical experience. ithout doubt, there

are many degrees, even varieties, of mystic!am. In a way, by allow¬

ing only Hartraann*3 definition of "mystic" — i.e. one who in absolutely

swept away by his experience— we deny the possibility that son -thing

of the vision, even a hint of the joy, can be communicated. And

this is surely not the case. oven the most classical examples of

the qystie adventure dhow that once the experience itself is accom¬

plichad, the desire to communicate something of the ecstasy and

amazing brilliance of the discovered realm i3 vezy strong indeed.

For example, in the "Bha^avad Pita, Arjuna stands with hi3 friend

ivrishaa awaiting the famous battle which is the subject of the Hindu

epic, the "a. abharata. Ha see3 that many of Ms kinsmen and friends

arc part of the opposing forces. Oiamayed, he decides to lay down

his weapons and be killed himself in preference to slaying hits loved

ones. Suddenly, in the course of a meditative discourse with his

friend Srishna—a god in disguise — the divine fom (Vishnu) of the

incarnate is revealed to Arjuna. The unfathomable reaches of the

myotic vision are granted to him, perhaps because of the purity of his

motives. He is overwhelmed, yet when he returns to normal reality he

goes on singing of what he has seen and experienced, which is a realm

Aade up of all wonders, the god,
Infinite, with faces in all directions.

Of/...



Of a thousand suns in the sky
If suddenly should burst forth
The lightj it would be like
Unto the light of that exalted one.

The whole world there united,
And divided many-fold . ..*

This same magnitude of experience can be seen in Hopkins' startling

reaction to the falcon of "The Windhover". Somewhere between the

octave and the ae3tet a magic leap of association occurs. Sparked

by the symbolic flight of the bird, a bonfire of clustering ideas and

emotions erupts:

Brute beauty and valour and act, oh, air, pride, plume here
Buckle! AilD the fire that breaks from thee then, a billion

Times told lovelier, more dangerous, 0 my chevalier!2
As Hartmam points out, Hopkins is not developing a system of corres¬

pondences or analogies in nature. Instead, Hopkins will acknowledge

only one correspondence: Christ, who underlies, supports and beeesses

all things in nature, be it a lump of clay, a falcon, or a man.

Indeed, Kartaann has established the most important argument for the

mystical nature of Hopkins' poetry, which is the perception of the

pervasive One (as in Plotinus) behind the many. But for Hopkins the

Onq is "the Master./Ipse, the only one, Christ, King, Head".

It is & mistake to confuse Hopkins' metaphysics, which include

1. Ax Bha^avaO Glta. trans. Franklin Odgerton (New York: Harper and
how, I964), p. 56} cf. also Chapter XL.

2. roeras, p. 69«
3» Ibid., p. 6O5 cf. "The Wreck of the beutschland".
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the aesthetic, with the substance of his verse, of course. Hopkins'

images are hard, not abstract. He is concerned with normal reality,

not mystic flights. And, as usual with this poet, his originality

is such that he is difficult to pin down. Nevertheless, his view of

reality was Platonic (and therefore, in a sense, mystic) and the

origins and designs of his poems reflect a deep appreciation of

Ignatian meditations pressed to their final culminations in mystical

insights, if not experiences.

It 3hould be clear by now that Ignatius was not really concerned

with preparing people for mystical experiences. If both the exerci-

tant and God wore ready for such an occurrence, then all well and

good. However, the central purpose of tho J idritual .-xorcisos was

always to keep the Holy Spirit alive in the lives of evangelistic

Catholic Christians. Ignatius was a practical man above all el3e.

He was concerned with countering the Reformation, with establishing

the Church of Rome triumphantly in. every part of the earth as the

vehicle of God's grace through Christ. Thus, he would not have

approved of languishing or ecstatic mystics living perpetually in

secluded monasteries, merely for the sake of their personal visions.

Ignatius probably would not have approved of Hopkins, who preferred

the solitude of his study to the depressing task of labouring among

the poor, the neglected, or the heathen. Although Hopkins attempted

to live up to his ideals as a Jesuit, he believed that he had failed

and suffered enormous guilt on behalf of his creative life. And it

was only because he could remake Ignatius and, later, lootus into



sanctioning authorities for his art that he continued at all. We

can he grateful to Ignatius for providing a work as rich and malleable

an the Spiritual Sxorcises; otherwise, the poems of Hopkins night

never have been born.



CHAPTER SIX



"THE WRECK OF THE BEUTSCEUHB" J A STRUCTURAL STUDY

Hopkins* masterly ode, "The '"reck of the Deutschland," has been

the object of waves of critical opinion. This is in part due to its

nearly eccentric originality of surface texture (rhythms, diction,

syntax, etc.). Indeed, in keeping with Hopkins* personal aesthetic

p.r .ich was ultimately religious), all things in nature, including men,

praise and serve God best by virtue of testing their own unique

essence, or "thisness". With regard to the poet*s dialectic of

''inscape" and "instress", all things aire seen as in the process of

becoming. And so, what we have in the "Deutschland" ode is not elegy

but rather the outburst of Hopkins' too long dormant Mas*, testing

itself, giving concrete embodiment to Hopkins' individual temper- t.

lot the explosion is under severe controls. And the method of Igna¬

tius, underlying the skeletal structure of the poem, provided the poet

with a means of control.

Most significant criticism of "The Beutschland" has dealt with

exegesis of particular textual difficulties. Most recently, there i3

Peter Milward's excellent Commentary on the ode, aa well as Paul

Marfan!'s. A great deal has been said about the technical innovations

1. Peter Milward, ^ Commentary on Mho ..rack of the Leutachlana '
(Tokyo
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that abound ia Hopkins* verse. Arid without doubt the aoat irasadi-

ate key to the intensely personal, even idiosyncratic native of

Hopkins' sensibility lies sitbin the texture of his language*

kins, it lias often bean noticed, is above all else a "verb poet"*.

His po«.s are al«ra/n in a state of becoming. This ia eminently true

of "Th;- iveutact land", sun! partially accounts for its surface ifficul-

tiea. However, once exegesis of particulars has been completed

(though some difficulties will inevitably remain), as i£il*ard says,

'the poets sunt be read over again, aloud, ... to share fully in the

experience of the poet, mhich transcends the common poetic vision of

nature in a saystical union with Christ the Bord."i Use glory of this

pom is in its synthesis of myriad diverse, straining elements. ike

Blake'a 'Uirri^io of Heaven an.1 Hell, "The Beutschlaad* represents a

dialectic of vision and anti-vision. Similarly, God for Blake and

Hopkins alike means God acting in lan and Haters. Hence Blake * &

aphorism, "Where aaa ia not, nature ia barren." life ia a dialectical

warfare of contraries, and not to act, not to choose, not to be in¬

volved in the Process, is not to live, is to be subsumed into hell.

But this dialectic is not merely cyclical and descriptive. It lea s

to .apocalypse. &s Harold Blooa has saii of Blake's .&ar:ia.:o, it

(Tokyoi The Sokueeido Press, l?68)f also Paul Marian!, A Commentary
'-'omplotc foo&s >f Cerar-1 Vanley Hopklaa (ithica, Kit Cornell

University Prose, 19?->). k less interesting study is that by Conald
Ac-.,;. aMojt Hopkins, Coramentary (London! Jniverolty of Uwdon ress,
i9fia).

1. .41ward, v-k»-r^aeatary. p. 11.
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"preaches the risen body breaking bounds, exploding upwards into

psychic abundance". And Hopkins' ode can be understood in the sore

way. Its theme is the mystical union of God (objective) and man

(subjective). And the way of the dialectic is through the controls

of the Ignatian method, which gives the poem its Colex'idgean power

of organisation and single vision amid the diverse explosions of

Hopkins' combustive imagination.

The Ignatian development of "The Deutschland", of course, is

not immediately perceived. For that matter, the organising genius

underlying any great ob.iet d'art is unlikely to be obvious. However,

Hopkins' ode ha3 baffled even the most attentive readers. Robert

Bridges, Hopkins' friend and editor, called the ode "a great dragon
p

folded in the gate forbidding all entrance" to Hopkins' poetry.

Although it is the first of the poet's mature poems, practically the

entire range of Hopkins* poetic voice can be found in "Hie 0eut3chland".

The poem is a majestic tour -e force, a focal point from which the

other poems in Hopkins' corpus radiate, further developing and elabor¬

ating the major themes of the poet's vision which are all present in

this primary work.

Hopkins took the trouble to explain the origins of thi3 unusual

ode to his very sympathetic friend, Canon Dixon:

1. Harold Bloom, "Dialectic in the Marriage of Heaven and Hell."
HALa LXXIII (Dec. 1953), PP. 501-504.

2. Cf. "Preface to Notes," first edition of The *oema of Oerard
:..anlqy Hopkins (London: Oxford University fres3, 1913), p. 104.
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".<hat I had written I burnt before I became a Jesuit acid
resolved to write no more, as not belonging to ay profession,
unless it were by the wish of ay superiors; so fur seven
years I wrote nothing but two or three little presentation
pieces which occasion called for. But whan in the winter of
'75 the Beutschland was wrecked in the mouth of the Thames
and five Franciscan nuns, exile3 from Germany by the Falck Laws,
-aboard of her were drowned I was affected by the account
and happening to say so to my rector he said that he wished
someone would write a poem on the subject. Jn this hint 1 set
to work and, though my hand wa3 out at first, produced one. I
had long had haunting ay ear the echo of a new rhythm which
now I realised on paper.

-even years of intimate contact with the meditative style of

Ignatius had effected massive transformations within Hopkins. The

subtaisaion of hi3 artistic impulses to a rslgious 3ysten led to the

unique blend of elements that make3 his aesthetic so important for the

understanding of hi3 poetry. whereas for Pater art became a religion,

for Hopkins religion became an art. and the method of Ignatius, with

its dialectical approach to meditation, provided Hopkins with a

necessary apparatus for the making of a "new" poetry* -HI that was

Hooded was the proper occasion, such aa the shipwreck, for Hopkins to

set to work.

Todd K. Bonder has considered the organisational problem in

"The ..reck of the Deutschland" in his fine study of Hopkins' classical
2

inheritance. Indeed, Hopkins was a dedicated classical scholar and

this element in his poetry has been sadly neglected. Bender points

1. iiop-clns/Jlxon Correspondence, p. 14.
2. Todd K. Gender, Gerard anIay Hopkins t The Classical Background

an Ti-aasical reception of hi3 «ork i.Baltimore* Johns Hopkins
University Tress, 1966).
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to "2na -Jeutschland" as a modern example of the Pindaric ode. And

without doubt, siany resemblances are to be found. For instance,

Hopkins' poem show3 signs of a "ring composition", i.e. the beginning

and the end seem to bo of a similar substance} the poem, in effect,

bites its tail like the onthological world serpent. In addition,

the riain body of the ode portrays a descriptive myth which is used

(as in Pindar or, later, Horace) allegorically. This i3 all voiy

true. "The Beutschland" _ia. an ode based on the Pindaric model with

attendant ring composition and central myth. Of course there is

room for argument on this*- for instance, 1 would quarrel with the

idea that the myth of the wreck is merely allegorical. ana^o^lcal

would be a fairer representation of its use; it does not present a

metaphor for truth, rather it embodies and displays what the poet

conceived to be truth. Nevertheless, on the surface this ode

imitates the Pindaric form. Thi3 does not detract from my point,

which ia that the method of Ignatius underlies the fundamental organi¬

sation of the poem at its deepest, most important level. The

parallels that Bender finds between Pindar and Hopkins are extremely

interesting and helpful, yet they neither explain nor illumine the

driving consistency of the ode*3 genius. Hopkins has managed to

harness a massive outpouring of imaginative energy. He sustains his

intense pitch of compressed energy at every stage of the poem, and at

the same time manages to move the poem carefully and with immense

skill in the direction of his particular vision. This, in itself,

make:; "The Heatschland" a masterpiece by any standard. Nevertheless,
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the key to a proper understanding of the poem'3 development la in the

pattern of the Ignatlan meditation.

W.H. Gardner, a seminal modem critic of Hopkins, has divided

the ode into four principal part3:

(1) Proem: A meditation on God's power a3 contrasted
with subservient man (stanza3 1-10)

(2) dramatic description of the wreck and attendant
circumstances (stanzas 11-17)

(3) The behaviour of the heroic nun: her motives
attributed to faith, prophetic inspiration (13-31)

(4) Return to Proem's these: reconciliation to God's
will (32-35)1

ith a view to the underlying Ignatian pattern of the poem, it bocoies

clear, I believo, that the poem's skeletal structure should bo regarded

as not fourfold, but thx'eefold. The Pindaric affinities stressed by-

Ponder should enhance this argument, as the .Pindaric model is generally

regarded as triadic. Thus, I divide the poom in the following manner:

(1) Proem: meditations on God's power and man's relationship

to his Creator (stanzas 1-10).

(2) Central narrative strain of the poem, describing the

storm, the events on board, the sinking and consequent ;ct

of acceptance by the nun, including a commentary on her

motives (stanzas 11-29)*

(3) An address to God and apotheosis of the nun, resuming

original meditations on reconciliation of God's will to

1. af'.H. Gardner, Gerard hanle-y Hopkins: A Gtady of Poetic Idio¬
syncrasy in Relation to Poetic tradition, 2 vol3.(New Haven■ Yale
Gnivarsity Press, 1949)» P* 5a*
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man'3. A colloquy in the Ignatian manner (33—35)•

The ode develops around the core of the Ignation pattern, not

"organically" as Bender would have it, with each atanaa unfolding

out of the previous one like an opening accordion.'*' Of course,

critics have long considered the deep spirituality of the poem, which

is quite easily recognised as Ignatian.^ David Downes has succinctly

stated the theological meaning of the odes

There are two qualities in this poem which make it
especially Ignatian. The first is that Hopkins, in true
Ignutian fashion, discerns the actions of God in this affair.
Ho sees in the jeopardy of the wreck God placing men in such
dire stress that they must choose, and choose quickly, to offer
their lives to Him, again renewing the Passion and Death of
Christ, made rich in eternal value "by virtue of this commemora¬
tion. The other Ignatian quality that is notable is the kind of
service to Christ that the five nuns offer. They give themselves
over completely and irrevocably amid the most frightening cir¬
cumstances. But it is not only that they commit themselves fully
to Christ} it is also the way they do it. The way is heroic,
chivalric, knightly. This is precisely the stomp that the
soldierly Ignatiu3 put on the Gociety of Jesus ... 3

Indeed, the theology of the ode is markedly Ignatian} Hopkins

was a Jesuit and this is as it 3hould be. But the cumulative power

and masterly control over diverse elements which make this poem great

literature are the result of more than merely external dogma, be it

Ignatian or otherwise. In say analysis of "The Dautschland" which

1. Bender, Gerard ?«anley Hopkins: pp. 71-96 embody his arguments
on "The Beutschland".

2. For example, see John Pick, Gerard Manley Hopkins* roet anu
Priest (London: Oxford University Press, 1942), Chapter III.

3. Lownes, Gerard '/.anley Hopkins, p. 71 •
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follows below, I shall attempt to make clear the submerged Ignatian

superstructure (or substructure) which ridos the poem throu^i like a

massive underground river of unconscious controls.

Ignatius, in the Aoiritual ' bcerclnos, begins with memory. He

exploits the imagination for visual images of place. The meditation

begins subjectively— the Self must be isolated, given position.

Hopkins does just this throughout the first section of the odo (stan¬

zas 1-10). A succession of images is evoked«

TEOG mastering me
God J giver of breath and bread}

World's strand, sway of the sea}
Lord of living and dead.;

Thou hast bound bones and vein3 in me, fastened me flesh,
And after it almost unmade, what with dread,

Thy doing: and does thou touch ae afresh?
Over again I feel thy finger and find thee.

I t la magnificent, thundering first stanza the attention is riveted

on the image of man juxtaposed against God: a vivid example of "com¬

position of place". This sense of place is then farther developed

in the second stanza. Ikom the memory, the poet plucks the images

connected with the night of his conversion:

Thou knowest the walls, altar and hour and nights
The swoon of a heart that the sweep and the hurl of thee trod

Hard down with a horror of height ...

In the third stanza the dialectic of heaven and hell begins.

Again, images of place give the sense of a precarious position, that

of man swaying between damnation and salvation. Both choices seem

ominously fearful. The problem is one of choice, and it is even

difficult to choose salvation because of lingering doubts:
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The frown of his face
Before me, the hurtle of hell

Behind, where, where was a, where was a place";

The central image of the poem is repeatedly evoked in analogical forms:

man teetering at the brink of the abyss: man constrained to choose.

Now metaphors are employed, new compositions of place bordering on the

overdrawn conceits of Donne:

I ara soft sift
In an hourglass — at the wall

Past, but mined with a motion, a drift,
And it crowds and it combs to the fall;

In the same stanza a new analogue:

I steady as water in a well, to a poise, to a pane,
But roped with, always, all the way down from the tall

Fells or flank3 of the voel, a vein
Of the gospel proffer, a pressure, a principle, Christ's gift.

In these conceits the intellect can be said to intrude. Memory alone

serves the poem up to stanza 3 with but a little ingenuity to compose

the metaphors of place. With this new strain, the poet seeks to

understand by analysis, although we are still in the domain of memory

throughout this section of the poem. Nevertheless, many subjects

are meditated on by the use of metaphor. In stanzas 4-3 j for example,

the poet considers the meaning of Christ in nature, salvation, the

meaning of salvation, Christ's life and works, the decision to accept

or not to accept grace: these are the subjects. But in keeping with

the method of Ignatius, Hopkins offers a colloquy to end the first

movement of this ode:

Be adored among men,
Cod, three-numbered form;

..... stanza 9)
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Thou art lightning and love, I found it, a winter and warn

(stanza 9)

M&ce ©arcy in ail of us, out of us ail
Masteigr, but be adored, but be adored King. (.stanza lu)

«ith the eleventh stanza a wfiole new poem begins. The emphasis

during the first ten stanzas was heavily centred upon the memory.

h'o«, a meditation begins which relies chiefly uoon the intellect,

ayth i3 used' although it is a "true'1 myth in this case. indeed,

t o anipwrecfc is used metaphorically. «an is a creature founder!::.

us if he were shipwrecked. Ihe valiant nun who calls out to God and

Oilers herself to him willingly, eagerly, symbolises existential man,

acting out of free will, choosing Christ over oaten, life over death,

courage ovox- fear.' .he nun steps directly into a relationship with

u . act unxitte the dialogic existentialism of Martin Bubor, who

e.v » in his iuuuuh little book, x ana Thoa*

ihe iiiuu meats me tnrougn grace—-it is not found by seeking,
out my speaking of the primary word to it is an act of ray being,
is indeed the; act of ©y being.

ihe Thou meets me. hut I ateo into direct relation with
it. hence the relation mamas being chosen and choosing, suffer¬
ing and action in one ... ^

utunzas 11-29 are, in effect, a meditation on the Crucifixion,

on the archetypal pattern of submission by choice, sacrifice and

redemption. The nun, the poet, the reader—all participate in the

1. The existential aspects of this poem were suggested to me in
private conversation with ikther waiter J. Ong, S.J.

2. Martin Buber, 1 and Thou, trans. R.G. Smith (Edinburgh* T. and T.
Clark, 1958), p. 11.
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bearing of this crucial burden.

The intellect is focused on a succession of sacrificial} almost

sacramental images *

But ue dream we are rooted in earth — Bust!
Flesh falls within sight of us, we, though our flower the same,

Wave with the meadow, forget that there oust
The sour scythe cringe, and the blear share come.

(stanza 11)

This vivid imagery recalls the precarious state of man without God,

Hence the memory i3 present in this first part of the ode's second

movement. However, the purpose of these images i3 to prosexit the

intellect with the object of analysis. As Ignatius says*

I will recall to mind the sin of the angals, remembering
that they refused to make use of their freedom to offer rever¬
ence and obedience to their Creator and lord, and so sinning
through pride, they fell from grace into sin and were cast from
heaven into hell. In like manner my understanding i3 to be
used to reason more in detail on the subject matter, and thereby
move mors deeply my affection through the use of the will**

Thus, Hopkins provides the foundering images of the wrecked ship for

meditation. The passengers were without hope of rescue:

Hope had grown grey hairs,
Hope had mourning on,

Trenched with tears, carved with cares,
Hope was twelve hours gone ... (stanza 15)

Stanza 16 presents a wild, intensely vivid image of hopeless terror.

A man "stirred from the rigging to save / The wild woman-kind below'

with a rope fastened around his waiat. But he is bashed against the

ship and is "pitched to his death at a blow / For all his dreadnought

1» boiritual Axerci3ea, p. 55*
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breast find braidn of thaw." And with the next stanza (17) the chaos

of the unchecked rage of stormy waters becomes an immediate} thorough-

ly concrete symbol of the chaos of a world in conflict with God (or a

world without the redeeming Christ). But the climax and resolution

begin at the end of this magnificent stanza. ftomen are wailing, a

child i3 screaming ... "Till a lioness arose breasting the babble,

/ A prophetess towered in the tumult, a virginal tongue told."

The poet is present as himself throughout the narration, making

t o connection between myth and the reality of Hopkins' spiritual

odynsoy explicit. Stanza 13, as a case in point, consists of the poet

addressing himself personally!

Ah, touched in your bower of bone
Are you! tamed for an exquisite smart,

Have you! make words break from me here all alone,
I)o you! —mother of being in me, heart.

Indeed, the entire poem is an extended meditation on Hopkins' salva¬

tion, using the wreck as an external, concrete embodiment of this.

The obvious symbols are directly exploited, vehicles collapsing spon¬

taneously into tenors. And here is the power of the poem. Hopkins'

apprehension of reality is intensely direct, unmedlated by distantly

related analogies. Thus, as I have said, the function of the wreck

myth is analogical, not allegorical. Truth is embodied, not suggested

by metaphor. Symbols participate in the reality they paradoxically

extend, drawing one through and beyond them.

In stanzas 22 and 23, the vehicle ^the nun's Passion) is aban¬

doned momentarily for its tenor (Christ's xassion). This is a direct
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parallel with the third week of the Coiritual Exorcises:

Five! th® finding and sake
And cipher of suffering Christ.

Park, the nark i3 of man's make
And the word of it Sacrificed. (stanza 22)

The nun becomes as Christ:

Drawn to the Life that died;
With the gnarls of the nails in thee, niche of the lance, his

Lovescape crucified
And seal of his seraph-arrival! and these thy daughters
And five-lived and leaved favour and pride,

Are sisterly sealed in wild waters,
To bathe in his fall-gold mercies, to breathe in his all-fire

glances.

(stanza 23)
Thus, the archetypal pattern of sacrifice and redo .tiora is

rehearsed. The mystic identification of subject and object occurs,

and in this sense the nun (or Hopkins) may be said to become Christ.

Memory and understanding have worked, in the manner Ignatius expected,

to bring about that point where the affective will may offer itself

fully to God with no discord between emotion and intellect. Stanza

3 J of "The Peutschland" quite obviously begins the Ignatian colloquy,

the third and final movement of the odes

Jesu, heart's light,
Jesu, maid's son,

What was the feast followed the night
Thou hadst glory of this nun? —

Feast of the one woman without stain.

Christ is addressed "by speaking as one friend speaks to another, or

as a servant speaks to his master In this section Hopkins

■*-* spiritual Axercises, p. 56.
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unleashes his affective will. His breathless outbursts carry the

poem swiftly through this highly-charged final phase*

I admire thee, .master of the tides,
Of the Yore-flood, of the year's fall?

The recurh and the recovery of the gulf's sides.
The girth of it and the wharf of it and the wall;

luianza 32)

the very last t»t,anua \33i affects a moralistic tons altar the

manner of riadar. it is something of an epilogue. however, the

form is again that of the colloquy. The sacrificed nun is addressed

— en treaten to ''namemoer us in the roads, the heaven-haven of the

heward#" clearly, an apotheosis of the nun-hero has been accomplished,

heaven ana the hivine are still being addressed. Thus, in the lent

lines uojpkins lavishes approbation anu devotion on his fordi

trine, rose, prince, hero of us, high-priest,
our hearts' cimrity'a hearth's fire, our thoughts1 chivalry's

throng's tcrd.

It stay be clear by now that one cau ana uust reau napkins' great

ode tdth full awareness of its meditative technique* here is the key

to its success. the agnation triad is the harness within union the

poem, liice a wild steed, races. The magisterial effect of the work

as a wnoie is a direct resort of its positive, though underlying,

direction* The expiosivenasa of the poem's surface detail xaay obscure

an immediate recognition of this direction which r have outlined,

nowever, once the unconscious reins of the lgriatian method are under¬

stood, the immensely rich experience which this poem so brilliantly

embodies becomes increasingly open to our understanding and appreciation.
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VII

T0&AB2S A VISIOK OF CEEATIOSt H0PKI33' MIDBL3 TS&HS

1. Man has no Body distinct from his oul; for
that called Body is a portion of 3oul discerned by
the five Senses, the chief inlets of 3oul in this
age.

2. mergy is the only life, and is from the nooy;
and Keason is the bound or outward cii'cumference
of energy.

3. 3iergy is Sternal Delight.
Blake

TIL: BD3T poena of Hopkins' middle years (1876-1335) apart from "The

brock of the Deutschland", reflect a growing mastery of the Ignatian

method. It would be destructively exclusive to call these richly

imaginative poems "Ignatian exercises in poetical form". They are

more than this. They aro genuine examples of a rare, exquisitely

acuta poetic Idiergy equivalent to that foz'ce which Blake elevates to

a religious plane in the above epigraph.

Indeed» Hopkins' mature poems (preceding the ''Terrible Sonnets"

of 1-335) are a celebration of the senses, a garden of Dtamal Delights,

a controlled expression of affection for the Thou which animates and

pervades the universe for which Hopkins' poems are praise.

The flexibility of Hopkins' poetic gifts is revealed in the way

ho moved from "The Deutschland", which i3 a rather strict meditation
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along Ignatian lines, to modified applications of the established

method. At times, he would employ but a single part of the

Ignatian triad. Or again, he would produce a triadic miniature

in the manner of, aay, Bonne. But most interestingly, he would in¬

corporate the Ignatian movement in a manner that utilised the

organising power of the system without directly evoking the istinct

flavour of Ignatius. This oblique approach, now common to poetry in

the meditative vein, governs a poem ouch as "Spring and Pall" uncon-

8''i. isly, contributing immeasurably to its terrifying aparenesa of

form, to its intense, firmly controlled pathos which succeeds where

a similar poem might easily degenerate into sentimentality. But

first, some of the more overtly Ignatian poems should be considered.

Moat of the exuberant nature sonnets were written during the

year of 1077 while the poet enjoyed the tranquillity of St. Beano's

College in North Wales. Blale's remarkable aphorism, "Exuberance is

Beauty", finds easy application here. For Hopkins' immense 3tore of

creative energy and childlike joy in nature exudes from these poems.

They explode so brilliantly that the boundaries of their poetic stric¬

tures are not immediately perceived. They look so easyJ But great

literature is always deceptive in this manner.

The faculties of memory, understanding and will are blended

siilfully in such poems as "God's Grandeur", "Spring", "The Starlight

Right , "The Windhover" and "Hurrahing in Harvest", though in most of

these the dominant factor is that of the affective will in colloquy.
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Essentially, noat of Hopkins' mature poems reflect the final stages

of the Ignati&n meditation. The energy that drives the poems to

their object—Cod—i3 an energy already composed, processed, and

delivered. As a case in point, consider the miniature of the

Ignutian triad embodied within the beautiful "'In the Valley of the

Elwy";

I KIMSMBSR a house where all were good
To me, God knows, deserving no such thing;
Comforting smell breathed at very entering,

Fetched fresh, as X suppose, off some sweet wood.

Hopkins first remembers the house; but there is no really visual

iiiiagexy here. The poet defers to the sense of anell instead, effect¬

ing a sli^t variation of the Ignatian technique of "composition of

place'.

That cordial air made those kind people a hood
All over, a3 a bevy of eggs the mothering wing
Will, or mild nights the new morsels of Spring;

Ahy, it seemed of course; seemed of right it should.

Now the intellect is brought into play. The concept of cordiality

is meditated by the U3e of three metaphors; the air, the wing which

covers the egg, the night which shrouds the morsel in spring. The

guiding super-image is that of motherhood which underlies and connects

the three metaphors. Again, the movement is Ignatian, and this time

rigidly so.

Lovely the woods, waters, meadows, combes, vales,
All the air things wear that build this world of Aales;
Only the inmate does not correspond;

The movement is towards colloquy. Hot God, but the projection of the

poet's ego is addressed *,as Fraud would have it), or the eternal Thou
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is addressed (in Ruber's terms). More simply, the audience receives

this confession of the poet'3 ill-fitting presence within this

pastoral, pristine setting. The sestet ends with a traditionally

ignntian colloquy:

God, lover of souls, swaying considerate scales,
Complete thy creature dear 0 where it fails,
Being mighty a master, being a father and fond,

This noon fits the pattern almost too perfectly. Nevertheless, the

poem is impressive in its craftsmanship and individuality alike.

verything in the poem is under control. With few words, a pastoral

background having an immediately sensuous texture is given a concrete

reality in language. Femininity, motherlinass, fragrance and energy

constitute Nature for Hopkins during this prolific period of his

career. As in this poem, the reconciliation of subjective human

discord with the harmonies of the objective world is a constant theme.

Here is the irony on which the poem turns. And the method used to

overcome this 3ubject-object cleavage is that of Ignatius.

It was Plato who wrote that the eye is, of all sense organs,

the one that holds the most sun.^ Indeed, the faculty of sight

dominates in normal perception. As Geoffrey Hartman argues in The

Umodiated Vision, sight is even a tyrant over the other senses unless

it is opened by the imagination into symbolical awareness. Neverthe¬

less, symbols are first, for the most part, images. Where the

1. Cf. The iiepublic. Bk» 71.1.50Gb.
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imagination takes over, metaphor comes into play. The end result

of this process, what Hartaan calls pure representation or imagelens

vision, is the reconciliation of perceiver and perceived. It is the

land of Beulah in Blake, where subject and object are no longer

separate. And ultimately, it is the mystic identification of exorbi¬

tant and his God in the religious meditation.

Pranpoie Courel, a French Jesuit, describes the personal mysti¬

cism of Ignatius as originating with the perception of created tilings.

Obviously, Hopkins understood this intuitively. Courel says of

Ignatius:

tJntil the end of his life, he remained sensitive to this
beauty of the "heavens which sang the glory of God" which at
the same time led him to the summits of praise. One can still
eee in his tiny room at Rome the window on which he went to
lean while admiring the sly at night. Ribadeneira reports
for us a 3cone from his life which has come down to us, thanks
to the patient observations of Laynes:

"He went up to a terrace or belvedere, where one could
get a good view of the sly. He stood there, head uncovered, a
long moment, without moving, hi3 eyes fixed on the heavens.
Then kneeling, he humbled himself before Cod, and finally sat
down upon a small stool, because his weakness did not permit
him to do more. He remained there, his head weeping softly.
The tears flowed so silently that not a sob or a groan, not a
sound could be heard, or a single movement of his body."^-

Ecstasy proceeding from close observation of natural imagery was an

integral part of the personal spiritual method of Ignatius in his

daily devotions. Remarkably similar habits of observation served

Hopkins as well, both in his personal devotions and in his poetry.

1. xran$ois Courel, "Finding God in All Things," trans. W.J. Young,
article in Christus (Paris), no. 11 *,July 1956); taken from a col¬
lection'likewise entitled Christt^s (Chicago: H. aegney Co., 1956)*
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Hopkins' journals, for example, are full of minute recordings of the

many transfigurations of the heavens. The sane can "be said for hi

poetry, of course. Consider a passage from "The Deutschland"*

I kiss my hand
To the stars, lovely-asunder

Starlight, wafting him out of it; .... (stanza 5)

The him referred to here is, of coarse, Christ. In "Cod's Grandeur"

tho poet describes the sky at sunrises

Ch, morning, at the brown brink eastward, springs —

Because the Holy Ghost over the bent
World broods with warm breast and with ahJ bright wings.

"The Starlight Night" beginss

LOOK at the stars! look, look up at the skies!

and ends with the observation that all the amazing beauty he sees is

but tho outside of the "bam" of heaven, for "withindoors" them is

Christ and his flock ("the shocks" — or sheaves of grain symbolising

the followers of Christ). In the magnificent colloquy of "Hurrahing

in Harvest" again we see the same themes

I walk, I lift up, I lift up heart, eyes,
Down all that glory in the heavens to glean our Saviour.

Christ is "gleaned" out of the glory of the heavens. In tho same

way, Hopkins finds Christ in all natural things, animal and vegetable.

This is but another aspect of his adaption of the Ignatian system.

1. Poems* p. 55«

2. ibid., p. 66.
3- Ibid.

loxd. * p. 7*1.
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He fixes on his image, a natural one, and proceeds through the imago

to the creative force "behind it — Christ. This is a form of Christ¬

ian PIEtonian, of course; however, it i3 thoroughly Ign&tian as well*

ITatare is in a state of perpetual "becoming. It is a constant source

of energy, often called "instress" by Hopkins. From the poet's

journals numerous examples of this set1 od are available? for ex . le

the entry for April 22, 1571, begins:

But such a lovely damasking in the sky as today I never felt
before. Tho blue was charged with simple in3tress, the higher,
senlth sky. earnest and frowning, lower more light and sweet. 1

More explicitly Christian is the following observation of "ay 15, 1370«

... One day when the bluebells were in bloom I wrote the
following. I do not think I have ever seen anything more
beautiful than the bluebell I have been looking at. 1 know
the beauty of our Lord by it. 2

Hopkins, as 1 have stressed earlier in this essay, rarely crojsed

tho thresholds of ordinary perception into mysticism. His nature

poems are essentially colloquies of praise. The faculty of sight,

obviously,lords over most of them. However, in the best of his work,

such as "The Windhover", the release of symbolism occurs. I shall use

this poem briefly to examine the Ignatian structure which controls the

poem's central image (the falcon) in its transformation from sign into

symbol. Composition of the image, as one should expect, con.as first.

I caught this morning morning's minion, king¬
dom of daylight's dauphin, dapple-dawn-drawn Falcon,

in his riding
Of the rolling level underneath him steady air ....

' Journals and .tapers of Gerard Pauley Hopkins, edited by Humphry
House, completed by Graham Storey ILondon* Oxford university i'ress,
195"Jh P« 207. Hereafter cited as Journals.

2- Ibid., p. 199.
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Already the symbolism is deeply present. Hie poet soos a bird.

But he also saee a minion, princely arad majestic. Hie Icustrel is

in absolute control — equilibrium suggested by ''steady air'1 which

supports the fli^it.

Two metaphorical images are tbenbrought into play, giving the

pom its swift, centrifugal movement. The bird is "rung on the rein

of a wimpling wing' in the same way that a horse rings around hia

stationary master on a tethering rein. The second image is that of

a abater rounding a curve, his "heel sweeps smooth on a bow-bend

The sense of controlled movement is suggested by these visual metaphors

of circular motion.

Hie Ignatian diroction should be obvious. The image of the

falcon is a remembered image. The tense of the opening octet is past.

Hie images of the metaphors are visual and metaphysical, that is, they

are rati.or distant parallels forced into startling apposition wit! the

bird's movement. At last, in the sestet, the fusion of emotion and

intellect, subject and object, occurss

Brute beauty and valour and act, oh, air, pride, plume, here
buckle! A2»D tho fire that breaks from thee then, a billion

dimes told lovelier, more dangerous, 0 my chevalier! "

The falcon as Christ is the recipient of this startling colloquy.

Christ as chevalier, it should be remembered, is a specifically Igna¬

tian notion, and a central image of Jesuit theology. Hie poem is

bQQQg, P. 69.
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explicitly a lu diving. subtitled; "To Christ oar Lord." .tad all

of the disparate manifeatations of the poet's experience of this

natural scene are united and identified with Christ, especially in

the sestet. The delightful ambiguity of the central verb—"Buckle"

— incroases the symbolic potential of the language.

The poem ends with a tercet of rare concentration. It is

directed towards Christ and the reader, and is essentially a summing

up. a strike towards a universal;

Ho wonder of it; sheer plod makes plough down silliun
Chine, and blue-block cabers, ah ay dear, ^
Fall, gall themselves, and gash gold-vermilion.

.action under stress tests and exercises the resilience and individual¬

ity of all things. A plough is at stress with the earth (sillion},

h , c .bora exhaust their substance, breaking gloriously upon the

selves, and the windhover in like manner buffets the atmosphere,

e.aending itself to the hilt, all to the greater glory of God;

Gei Cloriaa.

In -.Qiuans 8;12 we read; "For the created universe waits with

eager expectation for God's sons to bo revealed." Hopkins' conception

of nature could ba thought of as beginning here. All created things

are potentially Christ revealing himself. As Hopkins moved from the

idyllic, contemplative life of St. Beano's to the practical duties of

a priest and teacher in urban snvironmoents, he began to look towards

society as well as natural objects. One of his earliest poems

1. Poems, p. 69.
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reflecting this change of subject matter is "The Candle

Indoors,*1 a sonnet with strong Ignatien movements,

Some candle clear bums somewhere I come by,
I muse at how its being puts blissful back
With yellowy moisture mild night1s blear-all black,
Or to-fro tender tram beams truckle at the eye,

3y that window what task what fingers ply,
I plod wondering, a-wanting, Juat for lack
Of answer the eagerer a-wanting Jessy or Jack
There/God to aggrandise, God to glorify#—

The octet composes a spare, contemplative scene# The poet,

walking out at night, sees a candle burning in a window where

someone, he concludes, la working# The light is imlicltly

symbolic. The poet meditates on the potential of his metaphor

in the first quatrain ("I muse at,,,)# The small candlelight

illumines ("gives bliss to") the blearing darkness. The octet

ends with the poet assuming the role of priest, overwhelmed

with the desire to "aggrandise" God by obtaining the souls of

"Jessy or Jack," ait a sudden awareness of the pretentions

of the word "aggrandise" leads the poet to shift his tone

radically from one of spiritual pride to one of humility;

Come you Indoors, come home; your fading fire
Mend first and vital candle in close heart's vaults
You there are master, do your own desire;

In this modification of the colloquy, the poet addresses

himself, calling himself "home," rebuking himself for his

pride# The Ignatlan movements provide the necessary unity,

the link between octet and sestet in the manner of the Spiritual
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-aiarcisas. The dcotiat theme of"do your own desire" is nearly

ubiquitous in Hopkins and is, partially at least, the result of bin

interpretation of Ignatius. This phrase, in particular, recalls the

very word3 of Ignatius in the "First Bay and First Contemplation" of

the wecond »e«fc* "The third prelude is to ask for what 2 desire ...

that I nay love and follow him better."
jV-trO

The last^of the sestet continues the probing*
.'.hat hinders? Aro you beae-blind, yet to a fault
In a neighbour deft-handed? Are you that liar ^
And, cast by a conscience out, spend savour salt?

The candle motif i3 maintained. The poet asks himself if he is blind

to his own beam, though he is skilful ("deft-handed") in watching his

neighbour'3. He asks if he i3 himself that hypocrite ("liar") vmo,

as an outcast of his own conscience, wastes (spendthrift; "apend-

cavour") the salt of his faith, recalling the Sermon on the kount when

Christ declares* "You are the salt of the earth, and if salt becomes

tasteless, what can stake it salt again? It is good for nothing but to

bo thrown out to be trampled underfoot by men."

die movement of the poem is supremely meditative, of course.

octet contemplates the objective image — the distant candle —

than reverses.it in the sestet, deferring to the subject. The tone

1. ■ v..,iritual dxe-rci3,Q3»p. 69. This is a slight distortion,
reading Hopkins into Ignatius in a way that the poet might
well have done.

2. hoere3, p. 01.

3« at thaw 5*13 ■- The Jerusalem Bible translation).
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movos towards reconciliation. And the modification of the colloquy

shows Hopkins' crowing flexibility when writing in the Ignatian moxe.

Many of Hopkins poems are simply not in this mode, of courts;

although rarely arc there no remnants of the meditative technique

present. His imagery is nearly always graphic; his poems proceed

by metaphorical analysis, and even the less Ignatian of his sonnets,

such as "Henry Pureell", an elegy, usa3 the modified colloquy ("Let
him oh."'} in the sestet. "Andromeda" is a short exercise in the

extended metaphor (metaphysical conceit), and so is the long, unusual

poors "The Blessed ."other Compared to the Air we Breathe". Severally,

and apart from "The Beutschland", Hopkins relies most heavily upon the

Ignatian method when composing in the sonnet form. And it is not

merely a coincidence that these are, in fact, his better poems.

Finally, I should examine Hopkins' more oblique approach to the

Ignatian method as it is seen in the delicate "Spring and Fall". The

poem is addressed to a young child. Although no form i3 immediately

visible, there is a tripartita movement which can be discerned by

careful listening. The shifting tones of the poem operate within a

four-stress line. The first movement awakens the reader with a

question; the child is asked»
• -iargaret, are you grieving
Over Goldengrcvo unleavingV
Leaves, like the things of man, you
With your fresh thoughts care for, can you?

1. Poems, p. 31.
2* ibid*>, pp. 34, 93*
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The image is secured. The child stand3 in a golden autumn grove

with leaves falling about her ("unleavlng''). Can she comprehend

the meaning of this experience"? The poet intrudes with an answer:

Ah! as the heart grows older
It will come to such sights colder
3y and by, nor spare a si$i
Though worlds of wanwood leafmeal lie,
And yet you will weep and know why.

l.oao speculations, seeking to analyse and andgrstand (in the Ignatian

sense), are at the same time grounded in the poet's persona of wiadoa

gained by experience (a function of memory^. The child would have

to strain beyond her limits in order genuinely to understand her

experience of autumn, of course. However, the poet shifts tones once

more, now addressing the reader as well as the child:

Now no matter, child, the name:
Sorrow's springs are the same.
Nor mouth had, no nor mind, expressed
vVhat heart heard of, ghost guessed:
It is the blight man was born for,
It is Margaret you mourn for. *

duch a terse, intense, rare and beautifully crafted specimen of

English verse at it3 best! The poet, having already mastered the three¬

fold editation, transforms the somewhat rigid Ignatian pattern into a

stunning method for tone control.

The emerging theme in all of these poems from Hopkins' middle

years is that of an understanding derived by intuition and through the

senses, the body acting as medium. As Geoffrey Hartman so brilliantly

rooms« pp. 3d—89.
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observed, "fTature, the bod/, and human consciousness— that is the
1

only text." Hopkins seizes upon natural images or images of

individuals that stick,in his memory, such as "Felix Sandal" or

"

-any i'lough/nan", and these become the texts of his poms and the

onsets of his understanding. Se seek3 to analyse by metaphor,

making fbtl use of this important "power of the soul". And finally,

in his poe.s and devotional life alike, Hopkins makes that lea. of

will which Ignatius demanded of his exercitants. It is the will to

praise, the exercise of divine love which brings about the reconcilia¬

tion of opposites and the "atonement"of subject and object. Out of

all this comes an energetic and highly personal unity of vision. The

soul breathes through the senses. Energy is the only life. Ottergy

is eternal relight.

1. uooffrey art, an, che inrnqdlatcd Vision: .ur> Interpretation
of ordsworth, Hopkins, nilke, and Valory (Hew Haven: Yale
dniveraity Press, 1954), P* 155•
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THE POSTHT OF 33LF-ANAET313: LAST YSAR3 IN DUBLIP

Our moral life develops like a network, tho huiaan
threa's of which intercross, without our knowledge, ,ifch
the dark and unperceived threads of heavenly and diaboli¬
cal spirits. This is a truth vouched for by Holy Scrip¬
ture and by the teaching of the Church. "Experience oho\ 3
that we make a mistake in attributing to it only an
ordinary importance. It would be very interesting,
therefore, and very profitable to study from this point
of view the subtle wiles of the demon in the course of
temptation: how, for example, he brings into agreement
his external snares with the perverse tendencies which he
has discovered or aroused ... thus paving the way for

i-ranpois Charmont, il.J.

The enemy's behaviour is also like that of a military
leaner who wishes to conquer and plunder the object of
his desires. Just as the commander of an army nitcl s
his camp, studies the strength and defences of a fortr-03,
ana tnen attacks it on its weakest side, in like manner,
the enemy of our human nature studies from all sides our

theological, cardinal, and moral virtues, wherever he
finds as weakest end most in need regarding oureternal
solvation, he attacks and tries to take us by storm.

it. Ignatius

ILr T!u! world view of Ignatius and his followers, self-analysis ia ulti¬

mately associated with the universal order of things. The militaay

metaphors of Ignatius in the loiritual Exercises (1541) and Lorenzo

Lcupoli in the :;oiritual Combat (1539) portray man as an embattled

creature who <uuat constantly resist the "sensitive appetite"—which is

the domain of Satan. In addition, man must struggle to achieve a

- 79 -
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rapprochement with the Divine . Life is a perpetual battle, and

tbo stakes are high. The only way to maintain one's ^rcund in this

stru^jle is to "wage continual warfare against yourself". *
Self-examination, therefore, is of primary importance to the

individual in meditation. It keepa the conscience alert, lends to

humility and, ideally, makes the discovery of God at the heart of one's

being a possibility. Understanding this, Ignatius provided an

. i .. in to the Spiritual -zrciooo called the "-iulea for the iscern-

uent of apirita". According to these "iiulea", it is essential for

the individual to be aware of both the demonic and the divine

"motions of the soul" if he is ever to achieve a moral victory. Thus,

the exercitant should examine his conscience for the presence of good

and bad spirits alike, and in this way learn to distinguish between

them, and to choose the one over the other.

One of Satan*o most obvious ploys for discouraging the faitl 1,

Ignatius warns, is desolation-

I coll desolation all ... darkness of the soul, turmoil of the
;:dnu, inclination to low and earthly things, restlessness
resulting from many disturbances and temptations which lead to
loss of faith, loss of hope,, and loss of love. It is also
lesoiation when a soul finds itself completely apathetic, tepid,
sou and separated, as it were, from its Creator and Lord. 2

Such desolation can be the agent of either Satan or the Lord, depending

on the circumstance. And it is up to the exercitant to know himself

1. C£. Marts, Poetry of ..editat ion, p. 126.
2. Spiritual nxerciaes. p. 13».
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a.3 thoroughly as possible, both weak points and strong, so as to

judge the source of his unfortunate spiritual condition.

The metaphysical poets of the seventeenth century were fully

c nacious of the varioua techniques for sclf-analysis, includin- tliose
1 •■•/r.loped by Ignatius, Gcupoli and their school. For example,

ninth "Holy "onnet" begino with the wilful cultivation -f

bl.-.vsph mnous thought35

If poysonous mineralls, and if that tree,
Whoae fruit threw death on else immortall U3,
If lecherous goats, if serpents envious
Cannot be damn'd; Alas? why should I bee?
*Yhy should intent or reason, bome in me®,
Make si runes, else equail, in mee more heinousV
And mercy being easie, and glorious
To Cod; in his stems wrath, why threatens heeV

-f course, Sonne is quick to admonish himself for such blasphemy in

the sestet, a colloquy of repentance. However, the technique is

important. Sonne puts his most unholy thoughts up for examination.

Ho seeks to understand the weakest aspects of his nature. His eager¬

ness to dispute with God over the nature of things upsets him. And

doubt3 torment hi®. So he explores thesa by meditation and in thin

way assures himself of control over his spiritual state of affairs.

Through self-analysis he is drawn closer to Cod.

This technique i3, of course, familiar to Herbert as well.

For example, "The Discharge" begins'-

Busis enquiring heart, what would'st thou know':'
Shy dost thou priej

And, ...

I. Crierson (ed.), xogais of John uonae, p. 227*
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And tarn, and laor, and with a liccrous eye
Look high and low, ^

And in thy looking stretch and grow?

ho rebuffs himself, like Donne, for an overly active curiosity.

ftsn, Herbert meditates on his desolation and its causes. In "Grief"

the despairing is excessive, perhaps. But in "The Crosse" a fine

.excise in self-analysis is converted into good poetxy. Herbert

speaks honestly and directly. /aid the result is astonishing. That

Herbert explored this mode with fascination and great success will be

obvious to anyone reading his five poems entitled "Affliction".

In like manner Hopkins turned his attentions upon himself during

the last years of his life (1335-1333). His appointment to the Chair

in Classics in Xiblin University did not suit him as one might tlUfldnn

The long hours of tedious work (as it proved for him) wore his nerves

down to a rough edge. He suffered from bad eyesight, nervous tension,

despair and religious doubts. In addition, his personal dislike of

Ireland itself made life all the more difficult.

The most important poems to come out of this period are those

often called the "Terrible Sonnets". They were all composed during

the year of 1335 while Hopkins wa3 struggling to adjust to his new,

uncomfortable environment. The majestic sonnet, "Carrion Comfort",

is the first of these. Its initial line, awesome as it is, establiEh.es

the poem's unusual rhythmsi

not, I'll not, carrion comfort, Despair, not feast on thee.

1. .Arthur >.augh (ed.), rooms of ueor^e Herbert, p. 149♦
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The poot ia wrestling with himself, determined to ward off Despair,

the agent of Satan, the Giant of Duncan's ?il.-rri.mt3 Progress. In

effect, the poem is something of a resolution. The poet asserts

that he will

Tot untwist — slack they may "be — these laat strands of man
In me or, most weary, cry I can no more. I can;
Can something, hope, wish day come, not choose not to be.

It is the positive force of the assertion I can which ia a direct

reflection of Hopkins' Ignatian spirit. Patience and determination

are the qulitiea necessary to ward off the temptations of despair.

I -latins advises the meditators

One who is in desolation must strive to persevere in patience,
which is contrary to the vexations which have come upon hia. 2

The- poet completes the octet by reverting to blasphemous ques¬

tioning of God's motives, which is all very much in the tradition

established in Snglish poetry by Donne and Herberts

But all, but 0 thou terrible, why wouldst thou rode on me
Thy wring-world right foot rock? lay a lionlirnb against .mo'; se n
•Vith darksome devouring eyes my bruised bones? and fan,
"J in turns of tempest, me heaped there; me frantic to avoid

thee and flee?

Hopkins lays his blasphemous feelings towards God on the line for

examination. Then, in the sestet, a colloquy directed back at him¬

self, the poet analyses God*s motives by a dialectic of questions and

answers*

V.hy? That my chaff night fly; my grain lie, sheer and clear.

1. Poems, p. 99 •

2« rj.tuai, -AgPOuma* p. 13^.
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God afflicts the poet, beats him in order to sort oat the good from

the bud. "Cheer whom though? the hero whose heaven-handling flung

no ...?"—that is, it is Christ, the Ignatiun Hero, who is cheered.

.fining the argument yet another degree, the poet asks whether it is

just Christ or the sufferer— or both — who are to be cheered. The

sonnet ends in triumph over darkness.

in the sonnet considered above, the poet is something of a dob

figure, being tested by God for a good reason, which is the refinement

of this atmosphere of consolation in "Ho worst, there is none ..."

(sonnet 65). In this terrifying, highly rhetorical sonnet the poet

p • b tl;o Units of his desolation. The opening lines,

Ho worst, there is none. Pitched past pitch of grief
More pangs will, schooled at forepangs, wilder wring. 7-

rocall the anguish of the son Edgar in -in.: b upon seeing la.3

blinded father, Gloucester, led across the heath:

0 gods! Who is't can say, "I an at the worst'1?
1 am worse than e'er I was ...

And worse I may be yet; the worst is not
So long as we can say, "This is the worst."

(IV.1)

As with "Carrion Comfortthis poem repeats the Ignatian pattern.

Beginning with a striking image ("Pitched past pitch of grief"), the

poet makes full use of Ignatiun techniques. The fourth line questions:

Mary, mother of us, where is your relief?

This is much the sane as Herbert's "Grief", where he asks, "0 WHO will

Poems, p. 100.
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give no tears?"

Hopkins develops this sentiment by the use of metaphor, arri

t'*' - imagery i3 vivid to nn astonishing degrees

cries heave, herds-long; huddle in a main, a chief
Vioe, world-sorrow; on an age-old anvil wince and sing—
Then lull, then leava off.

colloquy of despair completes the poem; thorn is no consolation in

suffering this time:

... Let me be foil* force I must be brief*.

w the mind, mind has aountaina, cliffs of fail
1rightful, sheer, no-oan-fathoaed• cold thorn cheap
may oho as'ex* hue* there. *.ox' coos long our small
durance deal with that stoop or deep. Harei creep,
wretch, under a comfort serves in * whirlwind* ell
life death does end and each due' diss with sleep.

-cess ceo tineato of despair are not simply the jaded outpourings

of a desolate spirit. The poet is consciously asking full use of the

Ignafciun method and the techniques of meditation. fixe lerribla

woiiuots are the refinement of the poet's long-tried exercises in the

uincornmoat of spirits and controlled aelX-aaalysis.

fhe sonaot beginning "To seem the stranger lies ay lot, ...

v sonnet 66 j is an assessment of the poet's immediate situation." it

is a proloue to modiL«*txon« He pcot xeelo ou. ox place una xonoly.

however, he puts his feelings up for scrutiny. farhapa it ia his

special burden to bear- a "life / among strangers-''• He sense of

place is immediate and not metaphorical* "I am in Ireland now," tide

adds to the poem's sense of urgency. The poet may find a little

looms, p. 101.
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consolation among his confreres (Jesuits): "Rot but in all removes

I can / Kind love both give and get." Yet his every word , no oat tor

how wise or ingenious, seems doomed:

only what word
isest my heart breeds dark heaven's baffling ban
Ears or hell's spell thwarts.

Who frustrates his efforts? Is it heaven — with some "baffling ban"

Or is it hell with a "spell"? Hhs poet has no sure answers.

But, according to the method for discernment, he dutifully considers

both possibilities.

The final sonnet of this bitter sequence is the one that begins$

I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day.
"hat hours, 0 what black hours we have spent
This night! what sights you, heart, saw; ways

you went J
.'aid more must, in yet longer light's dolay. *

Hopkins remembers the "black hours" of one anguished night. He

rocalls to mind the hideous "sights" his heart "saw", the "ways (it)

wont". Ilis desolation is given a concrete location. It is the

labyrinthine "vale of tears" of the first Spjritual 'tcarcise. It is

hell. The meditation evolves organically:

With witness I speak this. Eut where I say
Hours I mean years, mean life. And my lament
I3 cries countless, cries liko dead letters sent
To dearest him that lives alas! away.

Hi.: hours, as if prolonged to a life sentence, witness the desolation

or "dark night of the soul" common to medieval mystics and dealt with

t'oems, p. 101.
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by Igtiabius in the "Hules for the Discernment of Spirits". Hopkins

is desperate, though not out of control for a moment. Proof of t" ' a

is the careful attention to Ignatian and poetic technique apparent in

the poea. For all its wealth of passion, it remains a work of art —

a ,ijce of craftsmanship. for example, the development by metaphor

of the sense of desperation could be nothing but the result of deli, ar-

at artistry. His cries are like letters to God, sent but unarm -od:

a restrained simile.

The sestet is a self-addre3sed colloquy which seeks to relate

the poet's immediate suffering to the general bli^it of human sinful¬

ness. But like Donne in Holy Donnet IX, Hopkins does not understand

why Hod "decreed" this state for man.

I am gall, I am heartburn. God's moat deep decree
Bitter would have me taste; my taste was me;
Bones built in .no, fleah filled, blood brimmed the curse.

In the last tercet of the colloquy, the poet resorts to a rather con¬

trived (extremely metaphysical) analogy. fan's corrupt spirit outore ■

the body like yeast put into dough. Naturally, the result is one of

souring. The lost 3oule of hell have a similar experience, he claims,

though they are even worse off than the poet;

delfyeast of spirit a dull dough sours. I see
The lost are like this, and their scourge to be
Ae 1 an mine, their sweating selves; but worse.

During this 3ame period (1385) Hopkins managed to compose the

comforting, soft and delicate sonnets beginning with number 68,

"Patience, hard thing! ' and number 69, "I4y onn heart let me more have



pity on ..." Those poems are written in manuscript on the same

sheet with the harsh, resentful "To seen the stranger ..." and tha

bitter "I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day-" This alone, I

believe, points to their character as spiritual exercises. The poot-

excrcitant is practising the various emotions perceived, however

slightly* in his soul. In so doing, he hopes to become more know¬

ledgeable and better able to deal with those issuing from Satan.

The structures of these sonnets, especially T.?y own heart

testify to their Ignatian appropriateness. "My own heart ..." is a

p *foct Ignatian tripartite .miniature, ending with a colloquy of self-

analysis directed toward the poet's own soul, advising relaxation ia

order to allow joy and comfort to take root and grow to the siae God

would have than. Consolation is a gift from God and cannot be forced

or foreseen. It is compared to sunlight appearing unexpectedly from

behind cloud3, lighting tha road "a lovely mile", making mountains

pied. Again, tha analogy is extremely visual.

Hopkins' last finished poems show a newly emerging variety which

wa3 romaturely cut off by -doath. He continued writing descriptive

poem3, many of them with didactic intentions. "Tom's Garland; upon

the Unemployed" is such a poem. "Harry Ploughman" is descriptive In

the Scotist vein of eeirlier poems, tinged with awareness of social

problems. It reflects Hopkins' fascination with the common man and-

rovoais his affinity with the American poet, wait Whitman.^* There is

1. Hopkins only knew of <hit;aan through gobbets quoted in reviews;
nevertheless
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nothing about these poems which can be called specifically Igruttian;

however, they are the obvious product of an extremely disciplined

visual sensibility. Indirectly, they reflect Hopkins' Jesuit training.

That Nature i3 a "leraclitean Pire and of the Comfort of tho

Resurrection" is Hopkins' last major poom. It is a sprawling piece

w> ich seeks to incorporate the diverse elements of early Greek

philosophy into Hopkins' own theological framework. The poem can be

viewed aa a highly contrived meditation. Its images, as W.H. Gardner

has shown, were garnered from a period of up to eighteenpears of recor¬

ded sense impressions.* It accords with the Ignatian pattern as so

many of his poems do. Rather, the Ignatiun element is subduod, con¬

trolling the motions of the poem from a distance. Although firmly

gr anded in the method of Ignatius, the poem demonstrates Hopkins'

innovative tamper.

The poem opens with the usual composition of place. The post

attempts to create the sense of the universe in a state of flux,

after Heraclitus. Air, earth, water and fire form a constant cyclo

of integration and disintegration. The rhythms of the opening lines

suggest the stormy, roughly dialectical nature of this process*

Cloud-puffball, torn tufts, tossed pillows flaunt
forth, then chevy on an air-

built thoroughfare, heaven-roysterers, in gay-gangs
they throng} they glitter in marches.

Down roughcast, down dazzling whitewash ...2

nevertheless, he spoke of the American poet as the one closest to
his own poetic sensibility among contemporaries.

1. Cf. Gardner, Dtudy I, p. I64.
2. 4oeuff. p. 105.



Hopkins is canting each iaage in tough, ztiythmical pat torus

sujgaating the dec.tractive energy of his universe. Sight and sound

combine brilliantly in these line3; the result is a language of

el :ntal force. The poet's world is primordial, self-destroying.

alms arch, the wind "ropes, wrestles, heats earth bare". All creases,

footprints and memories are flogged out of the soil by nature itself,

an.! still "Million-fueled, nature's bonfire burns on." And man, as

part of this total vision, is likewise consumed. Hie poet courts

blasphemy again for a moment and observes:

Is any of hin at all 30 stark
But vastneaa blurs and time beats level

The reversal in the poem, the point at which colloquy usually

es in with resounding force to redeem the blasphemous sinner, occurs

in an extremely powerful shift of tone:

.... Cnough! the Insurrection,
A heart's clarion! Away grief's gasping, joyless days,

dejection.

Hopkins revels, like Parmenic'es, in the mere fact of being, which

ic indirectly, the ontological argument for the existence of God.
(

Existence is affirmation, and affirmation is assurance. The poem

incox^porates the separate elements of flux and of pure being— recon¬

ciling the baffling opposites of early Greek philosophy. Amid the

disintegration of all physical forms, Christ is the one constant

factor, "immortal diamond". And Christ is identical, in Hopkins'

personal metaphysics, with all things in the process of becoming,

including the poet;
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In a flash} at a trumpet crash,
I am all at once what Christ is, since he was what I am, and
'his Jack, joke, poor potsherd, patch, matchwood, immortal

diamond,
Is immortal diamond.

Indeed, this magnificent poem ends in affirmation and praise. It

reflects the amazing virility of Hopkins' vision of creation and his

uncanny ability to make original use of the Ignatian method — what1 r

consciously or unconsciously employed.

Hopkins wrote a few more poems before his death, the most beau¬

tiful of them being the terse colloquy, "Thou are indeed just. Lord"

(sonnet 74), wherein he admits an inability to comprehend God's ways.

Ho speaks of his own sterility, referring to himself as Time's

eunuch". He prays for nourishment: "0 thou lord of life, send my

roots rain." In a curious way, Hopkins' symbola tend to presage the

e ,rl.• work of Miot, wherein the identification of dryness with

spiritual poverty was to become a dominant symbol for the twentieth

century.

In the :3pri:ig of 1339, Hopkins died shortly after contractus

typhoid fever. A reconciliation with Ireland and with his condition

in life was never to be realised. Yet the ferocity of his vision of

the universe, which to the end was able to perceive in creation "the

horror and the havoc and the glory", continues to inspire and overawe.

A rich, enormous energy seethes beneath every turn and twist of his

language, which seems to wrestle with itself, straining to loose its

wild powers in every direction. That Hopkins could bridle such

energy ia to his credit as an artist. lie aet himself firmly within
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t'- a roias of the Ignatian method. Then ha worked with it» modified

it, and made fall use of its unique controls. It was hy this means

that he tamed his muse, producing at last "immortal diamond".
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